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SONGS
AND DELIUS
DELIUS
SONGSOF
OF GRIEG
GRIEGAND
On Tuesday
November last,
Tuesday 2 November
last, the members of
Angloof the Grieg, Delius and AngloNorse Societies
lecture-recital of
of songs
Societies came together
together to listen to a lecture-recital
songs by Grieg
and Delius, set
set to the same
texts, given by Beryl Foster
Foster accompanied at the
same texts,
piano by Geoffrey Osborne.
Osborne.
The event
was organised
event was
organised to mark the l50th anniversary year of
of Grieg's
birth, and the venue
venue was
was Leighton House Museum, Holland
Holland Park,
Park, London,
London,
great nineteenth-century
house of
the former house
Lord Leighton, the great
of Frederick, Lord
painter and one-time President of
of the Royal Academy. His love
love of
of music
great tradition of concerts
established
establisheda great
concerts at which Joachim,
Joachim, Charles
Charles Halle
Hall6 and
performed. and it was
Pauline Viardot
Viardot performed,
was therefore
therefore most appropriate that the
event
event should take
take place in his own lavishly decorated
decorated salon which had seen
seen
past.
great performers in the past.
so
so many great
Beryl Foster,
Foster, whose book
The Songs
was published
published by
book The
Songs of
of Edvard Grieg
Grieg was
Scolar Press
Press in 1990
language of
1990 as
as the first complete study in any language
of this
great composer's
neglected
neglected part of
of the great
composer's output, had chosen to talk about and
sing ten pairs of
mainly
of songs
songs by Grieg and Delius set
set to the same
same mainly
Norwegian texts.
texts.
Beryl began
began by briefly discussing
discussing the two composers,
composers, their first meeting,
meeting.
getting Delius's father to accept
and Grieg's
involvement in getting
Grieg's involvement
accept that his son
should be allowed to become
initially by means
means of
become a composer,
composer. initially
of a letter that
he wrote to Delius from Leipzig on 28
28 February 1888,
1888, but which was
was quite
'that
clearly aimed at Delius's father Julius,
which he urged
urged 'that you devote
Julius, in which
devote
young, fully to the pursuit of
yourself now,
now. while you are
are still young,
of your art,
art.
position. and that you follow
rather than accept
follow both your true
accept a formal position,
nature and the inner voice of
ideals and your inclinations', continuing
continuing
of your ideals
'choose
by urging him
him to 'choose the national and artistic environment
environment as
as dictated
genius'.
to you by your genius'.
With
With this,
this, followed by a meeting between
between Grieg and Delius's father,
father, the
(as he was
latter reluctantly agreed
was then known)
agreed to Fritz (as
known) continuing
continuing to
genius as
develop
develop his genius
as a composer after his time at the Leipzig Conservatory.
Conservatory.
Beryl reminded us
us that the subsequent
subsequent long-lasting friendship between
between the
two
fwo composers
composers was
was further enhanced by their love of
of the open air and the
mountain scenery
magnificent mountain
of Norway
Norway through which they toured
scenery of
together,
'Hardangervidderman'.
his'Hardangervidderman'.
together, Grieg calling Delius his
The first half
half of
settings by both composers
of the programme comprised settings
of
composers of
words by the following:
following: Hans Christian
which Delius's
Christian Andersen, of
of which
Delius's Zwei
Augen was
was his earliest,
briiune
brdune Augen
of Grieg, To
To brune 0ine,
earliest, that of
Aine, dating from
1864-5;
1864-5; Heinrich
Heinrich Heine's Der Fichtenbaum:
Fichtenbaum; Hor'ich das
Liedchen klingen, the
das Liedchen
only Norwegian contributions; Andreas Munch's
Munch's Sunset
Sunset (Delius) and
Soldengang
1888 and 1863
1863 respectively;
Soldengang (Grieg), the settings
settings dating
dating from
from 1888
(Jeg reiste
reiste en
John
John Paulsen's Summer Eve (leg
from
en deilig Sommerkvaeld) dating
dating from
1888 and 1876;
1876; and two songs
1888
Bojrnstjerne B0jrnson,
songs to words by B0jrnstjerne
Bojrnson, those
those
Delius coming
of
of Delius
coming from
from his 7 Lieder aus
aus dem
dem Norwegischen
Norwegischen of
1889-90,
of 1889-90,
fancies, the Grieg
numbers six Love concealed and three Twilight
Twilight fancies,
Grieg settings
settings
Princessen of
1872-3 and 1871
l87l respectively.
being Dulgt Kjaerlighed and Princessen
of 1872-3
respectively.
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Beryl
Beryl gave
gave aa brief yet
yet concise
the source
each song,
and
source of each
song. and
concise outline
outline of the
the style
compared the
style of each
each composer's
composer's settings,
settings, which often
often contrasted
contrasted
considerably.
considerably.
After aa brief interval,
interval, the
the second
second half was
Mter
was devoted
devoted to settings
settings of words
words by
Henrik Ibsen.
Ibsen. In the
the case
Henrik
case of Delius four more of his 7 Norwegian
Norwegion Songs:
Songs:
The Bird's Story.
Cradle Song,
Song, The
Story, Minstrel,
Minstel, and The
The Homeward Journey
Joumey were
were
'the
sung, and Beryl observed
sung,
observed aa remark by aa critic that the latter was
was 'the song
song
was trying
that Grieg was
trying to write'. Grieg's settings,
settings. Margretes
Margraes Vuggesang,
Vuggesang,En
(1868), two
Fuglevise, Spillemaend
Fuglevise.
Spillemaend and
and Ved
Ved Rundarne were
were from Opus 15
15 (1868),
(1876)and Opus 33
(1880)respectively.
25 (1876)
from Opus 25
33 Book 2 (1880)
respectively.
was fascinating to hear these
these pairs of songs
It was
songs side
side by side,
side, and be
be able
able to
the quite different approach of
compare the
of each
each composer to
invoking the
the
to invoking
sense
senseof the
the words.
words. Clearly each
each had his own interpretation and it was
was clear
that, in some
some cases,
that,
cases.one or other had been
been the
the more successful.
successful.
sang with an obvious feel
Beryl sang
feel and insight for each
each of the
the settings
settings and
coped brilliantly
brilliantly with the
coped
was
the extreme
extreme range
range of the more taxing ones.
ones. She
She was
very ably accompanied by Geoffrey Osborne who displayed throughout his
very
considerable ability
abilify in meeting
meeting the
considerable
the considerable
considerable challenges
challenges of some
some of
of the
the
accompaniments. A splendid performance by both artistes.
accompaniments.
artistes.
The Icelandic Ambassador, His Excellency Mr
Mr Helge
Helge Augustsson,
Augustsson, and his
the Norwegian Ambassador. His Excellency Mr
attended, and the
wife attended,
Mr Kjell
Eliassen, was
was represented
represented by his wife.
wife. More than 140
140 members
members of
Eliassen,
of the
the three
three
present. Mr
were also
societies were
also present.
Mr Augustsson
Augustsson was
was kind
propose a
societies
kind enough to propose
vote of
present Beryl with his personal token
of thanks to the two artistes
artistes and present
vote
red roses.
Torbjorn St0verud,
of thanks -- some
some red
roses. Torbj0rn
of
Stsverud. the Chairman
Chairman of
of the Grieg
presented her with another bouquet of
Society, presented
Society,
flowers, expressing
of flowers,
expressing the
Societies, and made a humorous
thanks of the Grieg and Anglo-Norse Societies,
humorous
speech, referring a number
number of
speech,
of times to the excellent
excellent cross-fertilisation
cross-fertilisation
between the three
three societies
societieswhich had resulted
resulted from this event.
event.
between
Afterwards those present retired to the drawing
Mterwards
drawing room
room to partake of
of wine
generously provided anonymously by a member of the
and soft drinks most generously
It was
was most certainly a red-letter
Society. It
red-letter event
Delius Society.
event in the season's
season's
programme of
meetings.
of meetings.
Brian
Brian Radford
go especially
The Society's
The
part in
Society'sthanks
thanks go
Brian Radford
especially to Brian
Radford for his
his part
organisingthe
the event
liaison between
organising
between the
event and
and acting
acting as
as aa liaison
the other
two societies
other two
societies
represented.
represented.

SOCIETY MEETINGS IN LONDON
LONDON
Our 1992-93
1992-93season
season began
began at the
the BMIC on
23 September
September 1992
a special
special
on23
1992with a
visit
visit from
from Sidonie
Sidonie Goossens
Goossens who,
who, in conversation
conversation with
with Stephen
Stephen Lloyd,
Lloyd, who
who
also
also provided
provided various
various extracts
extracts of performances
performances that
that she
she had
had been
been involved
involved in,
in,
gave
gave us
us a
a wonderful
wonderful evening
evening of reminiscences.
reminiscences. She
She talked
talked of meeting
meeting Elgar for
a memorable
memorable breakfast,
breakfast, the
the many
many conductors
conductors that
that she
she had
had known
known including
including
a
Sir
Sir Thomas
Thomas Beecham.
Beecham, and
and was
was reminded
reminded of
ofthat
memorable nieht
night when
when she
she took
took
that memorable
4

part in the Last Night
l99l Proms,
Proms, accompanying Dame Gwyneth
Night of
Gwyneth
of the 1991
Jones
The Last Rose
received
Jones in The
Roseof
of Summer,
Summer. when she
she stole
stole the show and received
promenaders. We heard a number
rapturous applause
number of
applause from the promenaders.
of items
with her playing both solo
solo and in ensemble,
ensemble.and in remembering
remembering them and
was still very
other experiences,
events was
experiences,she
she showed
showed that her memory for past events
present which
questions from those
clear.
At the end she
those present
answered questions
clear. At
she patiently answered
included some
some students
students of
of the harp.
She
was, of
of course,
subject of
of a major article by Stephen
Stephen Lloyd, in
She was,
course, the subject
Journal 109,
references to many of
109, which contains references
of the memories of
of past
was fitting that she
events
she spoke
she should open our
events that she
spoke about,
about, and it was
season,
loss we all felt on the death
husband. Norman
Norman
season"after the sad
sad loss
death of
of her husband,
Millar,
Millar, Chairman
Tiust. on 8 April
April 1991.
1991.
Chairman of
of the Delius Trust,
joint one on 20
The second
was a joint
second meeting was
20 October with the Warlock
Society
Society and followed after the annual pilgrimage made by its members to a
noted brewery.
brewery. Felix Aprahamian
Aprahamian chaired the evening,
evening. which comprised
items selected
selected and arranged
arranged by Brian Radford, with extracts
extracts from
correspondence
correspondence between
between Delius and Heseltine
Heseltine and from Nigel Heseltine's
Heseltine's
,4 Capriol for
for Mother, coupled
new book
book A
coupled with
with a series
of recordings of
series of
of
orchestral
Heseltine and two of
orchestral and choral
songs by Delius and Heseltine
of
choral works and songs
the five
five folk-song preludes
preludes by the latter played by John McCabe. On
disc
On disc
we also
also heard a piano roll duet played by Percy
Percy Grainger and Ralph
Leopold
Leopold from
from Delius's North Country Sketches,
Sketches.and we were
were treated to live
performances of
performances
for Frederick
Frederick Delius played by Felix and
Serenade for
of the Serenade
Malcolm
Malcolm Rudland,
Rudland. and Heseltine's
Heseltine's arrangement of
of In a Summer
Summer Garden
Garden
joint meeting which
played by Robert Threlfall. It proved a most enjoyable joint
which
was
was very well attended.
attended.
On 26
26 November Richard Kitching, the chairman
of the Midlands
Midlands
chairman of
gave a personal
personal view of
Branch, gave
of three
three works by Delius. He compared
Rouge with
Margot la Rouge
with the Idyll,
ldyll, identifying
identifying sections
former used in
in the
sections of
of the former
latter,
latter, and then spoke
violin and cello,
cello, which
which
spoke on the Double Concerto for violin
he felt was
was a much underestimated
A full report is
is included below in
in
underestimated work. A
Midland Branch notes
presented.
the Midland
notes where
where the talk was
was first presented.
guest speaker
were delighted to have
We were
have Lionel Carley as
speaker on
as our guest
progresson his
19
his then still forthcoming book on
l9 January
January 1993
hear of progress
1993and hear
Grieg and Delius (to be reviewed
reviewed in the next issue
issue of
Journal) and the
of the JournaT)
correspondence
correspondence between
between them. First introduced to Grieg by Sinding at
'I
Leipzig in 1887,
1887, Delius subsequently
subsequently wrote:
wrote: 'I was
was very proud of
of having
made his acquaintance,
acquaintance, for since
since 1I was
was a little boy 1I had loved his music.
music. 1I
had as
as a child
child always
Beethoven, and
always been accustomed
accustomed to Mozart
Mozart and Beethoven,
was as
if a breath of
when 1I first heard Grieg it was
as if
mountain air had come to
of mountain
me.'
me.' The friendship blossomed
lasted until
blossomed from that first meeting a~d
arid lasted
until
Grieg's
Grieg's death
death in September
1907,but his widow, Nina, continued to keep
September 1907,
keep in
contact with the Deliuses
Deliuses until
until their death,
death. Nina
Nina herself dying in 1935.
1935.
The part that Grieg played in Delius being allowed to follow a career
career as
as a
was mentioned, as
composer was
was Delius's love of the mountains of Norway
Norway
as was
which was
was shared
shared by Grieg and brought them very close
close together.
together. They
subsequently
subsequently went on walking
walking tours together,
together, and Delius closely
closely identified
mountain fastnesses
fastnesses of the high Norwegian fells,
with not only the mountain
fells, he
5

'Hardangerviddeman'
becoming known as
as the
the 'Hardangerviddeman' by his Norwegian
Norwegian friends,
friends,
people and customs
but also
also with the
the people
customs of that lovely
lovely country.
country. The
reveals that Grieg frequently gave
gave advice
correspondence
correspondence reveals
advice on the
compositions of
friend. for which he had a high regard.
of his younger friend,
regard.
piece of
research by Lionel has
Another excellent
excellent piece
of research
has thrown more
more light on a
most
most important part of Delius's
Delius's life.
life.
gave
On 16
16 February Robert Threlfall,
Threlfall. in celebration of
of his 75th
75th birthday,
birthday. gave
'Delius's
us
us a fascinating
fascinating evening
musical apprenticeship',
evening on 'Delius's musical
apprenticeship',during which
he
he spoke
results of
researchesinto this neglected
spoke in detail on the results
of his researches
neglected part of
of
Delius's
Delius's life,
life, talking about and playing some
some of Delius's
Delius's early
early compositions
compositions
and studies
studies from his time as
as a student in Leipzig.
(No 2)
introduction Robert began by playing
playing Pensees
By way of
of introduction
PensbesMelodieuses
Mblodieuses(No
2)
(?1885).recordings
Polka (?1885),
dated
dated 10
l0 June 1885,
1885.Zum Carnival
Carnival -- Polka
recordings from the then
part-songs by the Elysian Singers
forthcoming
forthcoming CD
CD of
of the complete part-songs
Singers of
of An
pieces from the
Maria and Sonnenscheinlied,
den
den Sonnenschein.
Sonnenschein, Ave Maria
Sonnenscheinlied. two pieces
Lento and Tarantello,
Tarantello. and five Norwegian Melodies
Leipzig sketchbook,
sketchbook. Lento
dating from July 1887.
1887.
'Very
The comment
has made a thorough study of
of
comment 'Very hard-working: he has
fugue' was
was followed by Robert playing Five Fugues
counterpoint
including fugue'
counterpoint including
Fugues
'has
composed
1887.whilst the
composed in October
October and November 1887,
made
the statement
statement 'has made
respectable progress
progress ...
substantial
most respectable
very advanced
substantial and most
.. . has
has a very
advanced and
excellent
knowledge of
was followed by Plantation
excellent knowledge
of the theory of
of music' was
Plantation
(1887-9).and a further comment
'... in
Dance
Donce and
Florida (1887-9),
and Nocturne
Nocturne from Florida
comment'...
practical composition
is on the
practical
the way ...
... to a most
most valuable
valuable development.'
development.'
composition he is
'was
programme. prefixed
prefixed by the
The second
the programme,
second half of the
the statement
statement 'was not
was not a serious
played, but not
without talent
talent but ...
. .. was
serious piano student;
student: played,
fluently...'
fluently...' was
was followed by Robert playing the type
type of
of works that Delius
(nos. 14,
would have studied at Leipzig:
Leipzig:33 Two-Part
Two-Part Inventions
lnventions (nos.
14. 9 and 8) by
J S Bach; Andante
Andante and Variations
Variotionsin F minor by Haydn; Sonata
19 in F
Sonata no. 19
K547a
K547a (first movement) by Mozart; and three
three studies
studies from
from The
The Art of
Finger
of Finger
Dexterity
Dexteriry op.
740 nos.
nos. 31,
31, 40 and 32
32 by Czerny. It was
op. 740
was a most fascinating
present learnt a great
evening during
great deal more about Delius's
during which all present
early musical career
acknowledged expert.
career from an acknowledged
expert.
place of
gave a
Stephen
Stephen Lloyd, taking the
the place
of Lyndon Jenkins
Jenkins on 25
25 March, gave
most interesting
interesting substitute
substitute programme on Sir Malcolm
Malcolm Sargent,
Sargent. a conductor
under whom
whom he had been privileged to sing as
member. The talk
as a choir
choir member.
was
was illustrated by a number of
of archive recordings,
recordings, including
including Neville Cardus
speaking
warmly about Sargent,
Sargent, and Sir Malcolm
speaking most warmly
Malcolm himself
himself was
was heard
in extracts from
from Paris.
Paris, North Country Sketches.
Sketches,A Mass
Mass of
of Life (an especially
fine performance from the 1966
1966 Proms in which the speaker
The
speaker sang),
sang), and
and The
in which,
which. Stephen suggested,
Dream of
of Gerontius
Gerontizs in
Fortis shone forth
suggested, Sanctus
Sanctus Fortis
as
Sargent's personal declaration of
of faith. Stephen
as Sargent's
Stephen also
also commented on how
'improving'
Sargent
was not above
Sargent was
above 'improving' certain scores,
scores,by adding trumpets to the
opening
Mass of
having the double choirs in Belshazzar's
dpening bars of
of the
the Mass
of Life, having
Belshazzar's
'miscalculated',
(here Walton had 'miscalculated', he once remarked to his
Feast
Feastsing
sing as
as one (here
choirs),
clashes in the first movement of
choirs), and adding cymbal clashes
of Walton's First
Symphony. Yet despite
foibles, Sargent
Sargent was
was remembered as
despite his foibles,
as a conductor
(was it also
who did as
as much as
as any for British Music.
Music. His bravery
bravery (was
also supreme
supreme
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his last
showmanship?)
showmanship?) on making his
last Promenade Concert appearance
is
appearance is
be forgotten
unlikely to be
forgotten by those
those who witnessed
witnessed it either in the
the hall or on
Many music-lovers
music-lovers have
television.
television. Many
have much to
to be
be thankful
thanMul for to
to Sir Malcolm.
Malcolm.
was once
Stephen
gave aa
Stephen Lloyd was
once again
again the
the speaker
speaker on 5 May when he
he gave
centenary
assessmentof the
the Bournemouth
Bournemouth Symphony
centenary assessment
Symphony Orchestra.
Orchestra. This talk
repeated at
was
was repeated
Midland's Branch meeting
meeting and is
is reported
reported below.
at aa Midland's
below.
presentation by John Bishop,
1993-4season
The 1993-4
season began
began in fine style
style with aa presentation
Matthew Greenall and Robert Threlfall
Threlfall on the
the making
making of the
the Continuum
Continuum
'Delius
CD
The Complete
Port-Songs' featuring the Elysian Singers
Complete Part-Songs'
CD 'Delius -- The
Singers
Matthew Greenall. As Executive
conducted by Matthew
Executive Producer,
Producer. John Bishop
project, and Matthew
sketched
the history of the
Matthew Greenall added
sketched in the
the project,
added some
some
interesting
interesting comments from the conductor's
view, and it was
conductor's point of view,
was
interesting to
listen to some
particularly interesting
to listen
some recordings
recordings and compare the
the style
sfyle of
of
choral singing found on the
the Continent, as
as in Germany and Scandinavia,
Scandinavia,
with that in England, the timbre of the voice
voice being noticeably different,
different. and
the quite different balancing of the choirs in each
with the
each case
case and in the
question. Robert Threlfall
performance on the CD
CD in question.
Threlfall commented on the
various part-songs and on the chosen extracts
extracts from
from Irmelin.
lrmelin, Appalachia,
Appalachia, A
Village Romeo
Romeo and Juliet and
Hassan, and
Village
and Hassan,
and we had a chance to hear all the
(The CD
items during the
evening. (The
itself is
is on Continuum
items
1054 and
the evening.
Continuum CCD
CD itself
CCD1054
p.23.)
was reviewed
reviewed in Journal
I I I, p.23.)
was
Joumal Ill,
joint meeting with the Grieg and the Anglowe had a joint
On 2 November we
reported above.
Norse Societies,
Societies,reported
above.
guest speaker
Dawn Redwood was
was our guest
Dawn
speaker on 2 December when she
she repeated
repeated
'Walt
Whitman and Delius' which she
a talk on 'Wait Whitman
she had previously given to the
Midlands Branch of
of the Society.
Midlands
A report of
will be found in the
Society. A
of her talk will
Midlands Branch section
section of
issue. John Bishop, in proposing a vote
Midlands
of this issue.
vote of
of
years, referred
referred to the depth of
known Dawn
Dawn for many years,
thanks and having known
of
she had always
scholarship that she
always applied to her researches,
researches,and paid tribute
of the complex character of
Whitman, his motivations
to this detailed study of
of Whitman,
philosophy of
of life, that had clearly struck a chord with
with Delius.
and personal philosophy
18 January was a
Beginning the new year in
in fine style,
Beginning
style. the meeting on 18
talk by Lewis Foreman on the subject
subject of
of Bax and Delius,
Delius. illustrated by a
number of
colour slides.
slides. Lewis is well known
large number
of colour
known for his many books on
music, and the major
major part of
was devoted
British music,
of the evening was
devoted to Bax about
great deal;
whom he had written a great
deal; the development of
whom
of his musical style,
style,
relationships. We heard excerpts
and his personal and musical relationships.
excerpts from a
number of
of his best
best works,
works. accompanied by most interesting colour slides
number
slides of
of
places. seascapes
favourite places,
of Bax's favourite
bringing to mind
mind Tintagel
some of
seascapes bringing
Tintagel and
and
particularly
woodland scenes
scenes in the west
west of
Ireland from which,
particularly some woodland
of Ireland
which. like
('AE') he drew inspiration. We were
George
George Russell
Russell CAE')
were reminded
reminded of
of this in
in
'Farev,ell,
extracts from
Youth', and of
from his autobiographical
autobiographical 'Farrn'ell. My
My Youth',
of the scenes
of
scenes of
nature that
Woods.
that Bax
Bax captured
captured so well
well in
in pieces
pieces like
like November
November Woods.
Lewis ended his talk
talk by revealing that he had just
just unearthed the original
original
MS
score of
of a long
long lost Bax work
work entitled
entitled In Memoiam
Memoriam -- Padraig Pearse,
Pearse,
MS score
written
friend of
written in
in memory
memory of
of an Irish
Irish patriot
patriot who
who was a friend
of Bax. After
After the talk
talk
Lewis invited members to inspect the score.
score. The vote of
of thanks was given by
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our Chairman,
himself a Bax devotee
shared
Chairman. Rodney Meadows, himself
devotee who had shared
years.
Lewis's
Lewis's enthusiasm down the years.
On 24
Lionel Hill
Hill for a return visit and,
24 February we welcomed Lionel
and. in
conversation with Stephen
warmth
spoke in detail and with much warmth
Stephen Lloyd, he spoke
'Jack'
of
Moeran. or 'Jack' as
as he
of his friendship with the composer Ernest John Moeran,
was
friends. The first work that Lionel
Lionel himself
himself
was affectionately
affectionately known by his friends.
had heard,
'I had
was Lonely Waters.
Waters.'I
heard, as
as he lay in bed awaiting an operation, was
not heard music quite like this before;
was fifteen,
fifteen, when I came
before; not since
since I was
came
under the spell
was about
spell of
Delius. was
was 1
I so
so certain that another composer was
of Delius,
to influence my life:
life,' he records
records in his memoir
memoir of
also aptly
of the composer,
composer. also
titled
After writing
writing to Moeran
Moeran and exchanging
titled Lonely Waters.
Waters. Mter
exchanging views on
Delius and other composers,
of
composers. they eventually met after a performance of
Moeran's Violin
Violin Concerto at a Promenade Concert on 30
30 July 1943,
1943. and
became
became friends.
friends.
peaceful retreat
The Hill
retreat for Moeran
Moeran
Hill household was
was later to prove to be a peaceful
whenever he could visit Lionel
Lionel and his wife Betty,
Betty, at Woodfield
Woodfield in
Buckinghamshire, which he did on and off
1943 to 5 March
March
off from August 1943
1950
last occasion
he stayed
the Hill's new house
house in
1950 on which last
occasion he
stayed in the
Cricklewood, London. Lionel
Lionel said
Moeran
said that only on one occasion did Moeran
show his fondness
fondness for drink,
London after
drink. when he arrived back from London
midnight
midnight and was
was heard crying to be rescued
rescued from a thorn hedge
hedge where he
had mistakenly finished up,
of several
scratches, whilst trying to
up. at the cost
cost of
several scratches,
make his way to the house.
house.
Lionel
music. not surprisingly
Moeran shared
Lionel and Moeran
shared a love of
of good music,
including
including that of
listened together,
together, and
of Delius and Bax to which they listened
Moeran's views
views in the correspondence,
correspondence. included in Lionel's memoir, make
most interesting reading.
reading. Lionel
Lionel recalled
recalled that he was
was devastated
devastated by
Moeran's death
1950 at the age
death at Kenmare in Ireland on 1I December 1950
age of
of 55,
55.
piece of
which
which event
event he felt had been accelerated
accelerated by the piece
of shrapnel lodged
near his brain, an injury
injury received
received whilst serving
serving in the First World War.
A
A favourite work
work of
of Lionel's had always
been the Violin
Violin Concerto, and at
always been
point he had sold his entire large
one point
large and much cherished 78
r.p.m. record
78 Lp.m.
'off-air'
raise the £25
collection in order to raise
f25 needed
needed to finance a private 'off-air'
recording of
Albert Sammons,
of the work played by his father-in-law, Albert
Sammons, with the
BBC Symphony
Adrian Boult. Lionel
Lionel would
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Sir Adrian
very much
historic recording, with
with its very moving
moving interpretation
interpretation by
much like
like this historic
a maestro
maestro of
of a fine work, to be made more widely available,
available, and there
there
'There
seems
was a
likelihood that this might
might happen in due course.
seems some
some likelihood
course. 'There was
sweep
sweetnessof
of tone so
so vital to a rhapsodic work of
of this
sweep of
of phrase and sweetness
nature,
nature, of
of which only this artist knew the instinctive secret:
secret,' wrote Lionel.
When
was played to members
members at the meeting,
meeting,
When a section
section of
of this performance was
hearing it was
was still obviously a moving experience
experience for him. As he
'I
commented on Moeran
him very much.'
Moeran afterwards,
afterwards, 'I still miss
miss him
friendship with E J
Copies of
Lionel's book
Waters -- the
of Lionel's
book Lonely Waters
the diary of
of a fiendship
Moeran
was published by Thames Publishing
Publishing in 1985
1985 (and reviewed
reviewed
Moeran which was
pleased to sign for members,
in Journal 89),
was pleased
members. were
were
89), which the author was
moving record of
available after the meeting. It is a moving
of a friendship
friendship that
Moeran
Moeran clearly had cherished.
cherished.
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place on 29
The final meeting of
of the season
season took place
29 March
March when Lyndon
Lyndon
'participation'.
Jenkins,
gave a talk on two Delius
Jenkins. with some
some audience
audience 'participation', gave
Bigg Fair and
works: Brigg
and In a Summer Garden.
Lyndon
Garden. As to Brigg Fair, Lyndon
recounted how the old Joseph
recounted
Joseph Taylor's
Taylor's singing of
of the folk-song Creeping
Creeping
'Class
Jane
Jane had won the new 'Class XII
XII folk-song' section
section at the Brigg Song
Festival
Festival of
1905. and how Percy
Percy Grainger
of 1905,
afterwards collected
Grainger afterwards
collected from Taylor
several
several folk-songs
folk-songs including
including Brigg Fair which he set
set for tenor solo and
unaccompanied chorus.
was first performed at the Brigg Folk Festival
Festival
chorus. This was
group of Lincolnshire folk-songs.
on 7 May 1906
folk-songs. Subsequently,
as is
Subsequently. as
1906 in a group
well known, the folk-song was
was taken up by Delius as
as the basis
basis for his own
composition
composition Brigg Fair,
Fair, an English Rhapsody
Rhapsody which
which he wrote after receiving a
copy of
of Grainger's setting.
setting. Grainger
Grainger described
described Joseph
Taylor's reaction on
Joseph Taylor's
hearing the Delius work at its first London
London performance at the Queen's
Hall
Queen's Hall
played by the
on 31
3l March 1908,
1908,played
the New Symphony Orchestra
Orchestra conducted
conducted by
Thomas Beecham:
Beecham: '... the old man became
became red with pride when he
"It's just it" or "It's the best
recognisedhis song
recognised
song on the
the orchestra
orchestra and said
said "It's
best of
of
the lot",
lot". and immediately stood
stood up and began
began to sing along with the
orchestra!'
No-one, it seems,
orchestra!'No-one,
seems,tried to stop
stop him.
piece. In a Summer
Lyndon then took us
us through the second
Lyndon
second piece,
Summer Garden,
Garden, with
parts. each,
alluring mixture of
of harmonies and solo instrument
instrument parts,
its alluring
each, in his
view, alluding
particular part of
alluding to the various sights
sights and sounds
view,
sounds of
of a particular
of the
garden at Grez,
Deliuses' garden
birds. the
the hum of
Deliuses'
Grez, the
the birds,
of bees,
bees.the sound
sound of
the river,
river.
of the
journey down the garden to the river
piece took a metaphoric journey
etc., as
as the piece
etc.,
house again.
Lyndon expounded in detail on the
and back to the house
again. Lyndon
of the various independent sections
sections of
work. ending with
development of
of the work,
It was
was an excellent
well-attended season
the recapitulation. It
excellent end to a well-attended
season of
of
meetings.
meetings.
Brian
Brian Radford

The Tudeley
Tudeley Festival,
Festival, at Tonbridge, Kent from 24
24 September
September until
until 16
16
marking E J Moeran's centenary with a series
October,
October, is marking
series of
seven
of seven
will include all his chamber works,
works. together
concerts
concerts which will
together with a
music, and a choral concert.
songs and piano music,
recital of
concert. The artists
of songs
artists are
are
Tiio, the Maggini
the Gould
Gould Piano Trio,
Maggini String Quartet
Quartet and the City
Chamber Choir
Choir of
of London. For full details
details and a festival
festival brochure,
Chamber
brochure.
Dr Stephen
write to Dr
Stephen Coles,
Coles, Artistic Director, Postern
Postern Park Oast,
Oast,
Tonbridge, Kent TNll
TNl l OQT,
Tonbridge,
0QT, or telephone
telephone 0732-773322.
0732-773322.

MIDLANDS
BRANCH REPORTS
REPORTS
MIDLANDS BRANCH
WALT
WALT WHITMAN
WHITMAN AND
AND DELIUS
DELIUS

On Saturday 27
27 March
March 1993
1993 the members
members of
Midlands Branch were
of the Midlands
were
journalist and lover of
treated
treated to an enthralling
American poet,
poet, journalist
enthralling talk on the American
of
freedom, WaIt
freedom,
Walt Whitman,
Whitman, given at her Nottingham
Nottingham home by member Dawn
Dawn
was a scholarly revision of
Redwood.
Redwood. This was
originally given to the
of the talk originally
years earlier,
Society
Society in London
London almost exactly 22
22 years
earlier, and it contained much
new material.
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Island. New
Wait
was born on a farm near
near Huntingdon, Long Island,
Whitman was
Walt Whitman
parents. His
York on 31
1819. the
3l May
May 1819,
the second
second of
of nine children of
of poor parents.
father turned from farming
farming to carpentering at which Wait
Walt assisted,
assisted,although
they never had a strong relationship. The family's roots
roots went back to a John
Whitman
Whitman who was
was born in 1602.
1602.
When
Walt was
When Wait
was four the family
family moved to Brooklyn, then a town of
of some
some
was twelve,
seven
twelve. he worked in
seven thousand souls,
souls, and after schooling until he was
turn as
reporter. book reviewer
reviewer
boy. printer's devil,
devil, compositor,
compositor. reporter.
as an errand boy,
and editor.
editor.
preacher,
However,
However, at the age
age of
of ten he had heard Elias Hicks, a Quaker
Quaker preacher,
person, a view that profoundly
profoundly affected
speak
of The Word being in each
each person,
affected
speak of
'Once
1848 he had a love affair which is reflected
him. In 1848
reflected in his poem 'Once I
passed
through
populous
city'
passed through a
ciry' in which
which the person of
of the lover was
changed from male to female
female for censorship
reasons. This poem was
was later
censorship reasons.
'Children
adapted
Nichols with other Whitman
Whitman verses
verses from 'Children of
of
adapted by Robert Nichols
'Calamus', 'The
'Songs
into
Adam', ·Calamus'. 'The Sleepers'
and 'Songs of
of Parting' and translated into
Sleepers' and
German by Jelka
text of
ldyll during
Jelka Delius to form the text
of Delius's Idyll
during Eric
have been
Fenby's
Fenby's time.
time. It seems
been aware
aware of
seems doubtful
doubtful that Delius would have
of the
gender.
change
change of
of gender.
gentle manner,
Whitman
voice.
manner. a quiet dignity and a most unusual voice.
Whitman had a gentle
great affinity for the ordinary
He loved Italian
Italian opera and felt a great
ordinary folk that he
was
came
In 1853/4
which was
came into contact with. In
1853/4 he had a religious experience
experience which
to result in his creed
1855 he published the
creed of
of cosmic consciousness,
consciousness,and in 1855
'Leaves
of 'Leaves of
first edition of
of Grass',
Grass', a collection of
twelve poems
poems and some
of twelve
some
prose, to little acclaim except
prose,
him on
except that Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote to him
'I
piece of
21
2l July stating:
stating: 'I find it the most extraordinary piece
of wit and wisdom
'I
greet you at the beginning
that America
has yet contributed',
contributed'. continuing
beginning
America has
continuing 'I greet
of
which must yet have had a long foreground
foreground somewhere for
of a great career,
career, which
such
start.' However, in stark contrast the poet Whittier
Whittier is alleged
have
such a start.'
alleged to have
thrown
fire!
thrown his copy on the fire!
Enlarged editions appeared
regularly. nine in all before
appeared regularly,
before his death,
death, but it
was
was the third
third edition of
1860 that brought
brought him
him to the notice of
of the English
of 1860
poets, notably Swinburne, Tennyson,
poets,
Tennyson, Symonds and Rossetti.
Rossetti. He was
was an
exponent
free verse
verse but
widely condemned
intimate style
exponent of
of free
but was widely
condemned for the very intimate
of
writing which
which was considered indecent, for he writes of
in a frank,
of writing
of life in
way.
tender but sometimes
sometimes brutal and savage
savage way.
By 1863
deteriorated. possibly as
1863 his health had deteriorated,
as a result of
of his work
partially
years later he was
among those
those wounded in the Civil
was partially
Civil War, and ten years
paralysed by a stroke,
paralysed
matters not being helped by the death that May
stroke, matters
May of
of his
mother with whom
whom he had had a strong bond. However,
However, though comparatively
friendless,
friendless, he continued to find money from his own resources
resources to publish
'Leaves
1888 Horace Traubel
further
further editions
editions of
Grass'. In
ln 1888
Tiaubel became his
of 'Leaves of
of Grass'.
amanuensis,
amanuensis, enabling him
him to continue his life's
life's work, a situation that as
as in
other areas
areas of
of his life has parallels with Delius. Both had to live with artistic
criticism, both set
lives for their art,
art, and above
set out to live solitary lives
above all both
were
were themselves,
themselves, had penetrating truthfulness and loathed materialism
and social
were both self-sufficient,
Theywere
social climbing.
climbing. They
self-sufficient,refined in dress
dressand manner,
lived with physical incapacity and at periods of
lives indulged in fleshly
of their lives
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great reader
Neither was
desires.
reader of
of other doctrines,
desires.Neither
was a great
doctrines, yet they supported upand-coming artists.
nature.
artists. Above all,
all. they loved the country and nature.
Whitman
1892 and was
Whitman died on 26
26 March 1892
was buried in a tomb of his own
design.
mystic, the
design. His mind had been
been that of
of a mystic,
the journey of his soul
soul taking a
'Leaves
parts: the
'. His creed
lifetime as
as mirrored
mirrored in 'Leaves of
of Grass
Grass'.
creed had four parts:
religious concept of
love, energy
energy and
of the universe
universe with God as
as the source
source of
of love,
'I';
light; the '1'; love for others;
others; and the brotherhood
brotherhood of
of equal humans in true
was that God was
democracy.
democracy. His strongly held view was
was in nature and every
every
living
living thing, and that the personality was
was the vehicle of
of the soul.
soul. As to love
and sex,
between the views
views of
Whitman and Delius
Dawn drew a parallel between
of Whitman
sex, Dawn
from Eric Fenby's Delius
and read out the following
following extract from
Delius as
as I knew him:
'Sex
plays a tremendous
'Sex
plays
life. .. Don't believe
believe all the
the tommy-rot
tremendous part in life...
you: learn and prove everything by your own experience:
priests tell you;
priests
experience.' Delius
'the
referred to his music
himself referred
music as
as 'the outburst
outburst of the soul'.
soul'.
Whitman's
Whitman's democracy meant a right of
access to God
God for all,
of access
all. and
'the
D H Lawrence referred
of the instant'.
instant'.
referred to his work as
as 'the naked throb of
'beats
Whitman's
Whitman's verse
verse 'beats with the urgent;
urgent: the now'. Whitman's
Whitman's creed
of
creed of
'Cosmic
'Cosmic
Consciousness'
there is a higher level
level than the one the
Consciousness' is that there
average
reaches; an experience
average man reaches;
experience in which you see
see the whole purpose
and destiny of
event of
of enlightenment; a communication
communication of
of
of your life in an event
philosophers, poets
something divine, experienced
poets and others
experienced by philosophers,
others down the
ages.
Whitman's poetry expresses
ages. Whitman's
expresses a lifetime's spiritual development dating
'Song
back to his experience of
185314 from which
of 1853/4
which his 'Song of
of Myself
Myself evolved.
goes on and death
Life has
has no end;
end: the search
search goes
death is merely moving from one
existence
existence to another.
another.
'For
Beecham,
Beecham. in his book on Delius,
Delius, states
whether the
states'For my part I doubt whether
the
philosophic influence:
of Delius was
was ever
seriously
touched
by any philosophic
spirit of
ever seriously
perhaps, but not moulded and certainly never
encouraged
encouraged or fortified perhaps,
deflected.
deflected. His actions,
actions, decisions
decisions and development were
were the consequence
consequence of
of
force that needed
nothing of
needed little or nothing
kind
an inner force
of an externally intellectual kind
to quicken them.'
Christopher
Christopher Palmer,
Palmer, in his book on Delius, offers
offers the view that Delius
three themes:
themes: natural beauty,
beauty, human
human love,
had three
love. and the optimism
optimism of
selfof selfreliance and earthly self-sufficiency,
self-suff-rciency,and that there
were many similarities
reliance
there were
'Leaves
Whitman and Delius who,
who. mentioning
between
to Fenby,
between Whitman
mentioning 'Leaves of
Grass'to
of Grass'
Fenby,
'It
was a long time before
before I understood what I wanted to say.'
commented: 'It was
say.'
ldyll referred to earlier
earlier represented Delius
Delius at the height
height of
The Idyll
of his powers,
Dawn played the opening
and Dawn
opening section. Of
Of Sea
Sea Drift
Drirt Eric Fenby recalled that
that
'The
shape was
was taken out of
Delius once said:
of my hands,
hands, so
so to speak,
speak, as
said: 'The shape
as I
was bred easily and effortlessly
effortlessly of
nature'and sequence
worked and was
of the nature'~and
sequence of
of
particular musical ideas,
particular
ideas, and the nature and sequence
my particular
of the particular
sequence bf
ideas of
of Whitman
Whitman that appealed
appealed to me.'
me.' We heard the end of
poetical ideas
of the
work sung by John Brownlee and conducted by Beecham.
work
Beecham. Here Whitman's
Whitman's
grief, nostalgia
nostalgia and separation.
words express
separation. It is the transitional poem of
express grief,
of
gave an answer
inspiration gave
his in which his inspiration
answer to the end of
of life -- a word up
waves -- death.
from the waves
death.
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'Joy,

The talk ended with
joy!'
with an extract from
from the Songs
Songs of
of Farewell.
Farewell, 'Joy, shipmate.
shipmate,joy!'
poetry.
conducted by Eric Fenby.
Fenby. Composed to Jelka's
Jelka's choice of
of Whitman's
Whitman's poetry,
'a
pays tribute to the work
Fenby pays
monument of
when.
work as
as 'a monument
of what can be done when,
with the body broken,
broken. there
there still remains in a man the will to create'.
create'. We
were
were reminded of
words:
of the words:
(much. much for thee
Now
Voyager depart,
Now Voyager
depart, (much,
thee is yet in store,)
store.)

Depart upon thy endless
endlesscruise
cruise old Sailor.
Sailor.
'But
A
Whitman might have said,
A fitting end to Delius's life, or as
as Whitman
said. 'But yet part
of
of a new beginning'.
Branch Chairman
present
Chairman Richard Kitching expressed
expressedthe
the thanks
thanks of all present
for all the work that Dawn
Dawn had put into what was
rvas virtually
virtually a new talk. His
view was
was that Delius was
was a very
very religious
religious man in his own way,
way. and
observed
observedthat he almost
almost always
always ends
ends his work on an optimistic note.
note.
The assembled
assembled company then availed
availed themselves
themselvesof
of an excellent
excellent supper
supper
kindly
hosts Christopher
kindly provided by our hosts
Christopher and Dawn,
Dawn. very ably supported
by their two sons.
sons.
Brian Radford
repeated her talk before an apprecIatIve
Dawn
Dawn repeated
appreciative audience
London
audience at a London
year at the British Music Information Centre.
meeting
meeting held last
last year
Centre. on
Thursday 2December.
2December.

THE
CONCERTO,
MARGOT
LA
THEDOUBLE
DOUBTE
X/IARGOT
U ROUGE,
CONCERTO,
ROUGE,
AND
VIEW
ANDTHE
THEIDYll:
IDWL:A PERSONAL
PERSONAL
VTEW
24 April
Aprll 1993
1993
On a damp spring evening when the showers
showers had freshened
freshened the spate
of
spate of
blossoms
blossoms along Bullhurst
Bullhurst Lane,
Lane, Gwen and Graham
Parsons hosted
Graham Parsons
hosted our
Branch meeting in Weston
Weston Underwood
Underwood for chairman
Kitching to
chairman Richard Kitching
(BMIC 26
repeat
repeat his talk given earlier in London
London (BMIC
26 November 1992)
1992) and
Haworth
Haworth (inaugural Northern
Northern Branch meeting
meeting 20
20 March
March 1993).
1993).This was
was his
personal view of
of three
three Delius works that have
have hitherto been
regarded as
been regarded
as
probably not have
rather unsuccessful.
unsuccessful. Though
Though Delius himself
himself would probably
approved of
justified in his analyses
of the dissection,
dissection, Richard said he felt justified
analyses in
order to refute
refute the self-repeating
self-repeating critical tradition
tradition that the works are
are
unsatisfactory
unsatisfactory on grounds of
of form and structure.
structure, and in the case
case of
of the
Double
parts.
Double Concerto, of
of imbalance between
between the solo parts.
Double Concerto.
Taking first the Double
Concerto, Richard quoted the well-known
well-known
criticisms from Philip
Philip Heseltine,
Heseltine, Sir Thomas Beecham and Arthur
Arthur Hutchings.
present at Cornwall
Heseltine, though frequently present
Heseltine,
Cornwall Gardens when Delius was
was
Beatrice Harrison
Harrison about the cello part, later complained
conferring with Beatrice
complained of
of
'laborious
pointless counterpoint
principal subject
'laborious and pointless
counterpoint to the principal
subject on its first
12
t2

.f
t

presentation by the
presentation
the solo
solo violin',1
violin'.r while Hutchings,
Hutchings, insIstmg
insisting that
'counterpoint
'counterpoint and cross-rhythms
cross-rhythms of classical
practice seem
to such
classical practice
seem essential
essential to
such
'impedes
a concerto',
concerto'. states
states that the cello 'impedes rather than enhances
enhances the violin,
is strange
and it is
between the two solo instruments,
strange that such
such effects
effects between
instruments. or
between
between one or other and the
the orchestra,
orchestra. which one
one would have
have thought
particularly Delian,
Delian. are
get the cello
particularly
are avoided in a desperate
desperate struggle
struggle to get
heard within
within its orchestral bed'.2
bed'.2
passages to demonstrate
Richard then played two or three
three short passages
demonstrate quite
(as might have
comfortably that while eschewing
eschewing strict
strict counterpoint
have been
counterpoint (as
been
produces a variety
expected,
expected, it was
was not his style),
variefy of
style). Delius produces
of counter-melodies
counter-melodies
phrases that are
and new phrases
are derived from the opening few bars and from the
first subject.
subject. In his programme note
note to the Menuhin-Tortelier
Menuhin-Tortelier recording of
of
1977,
1971,Christopher Palmer finds just the right description of
of these
these effects,
viz.
effects. viz.
'thematic
'thematic
cross-indexing
cross-indexing that informs the
the whole work'.3
work'.3 Similarly
'echo-effects'were
convincingly, several
several 'echo-effects' were picked out in further excerpts.
excerpts.
Regarding Heseltine's
Heseltine's latter comment
comment about the cello being too often
within the orchestral
texture, both he and Hutchings appear to
submerged
submerged within
orchestral texture,
violin-cello format.
view the Brahms concerto as
as the shining example of
of the violin-cello
however successful
successful modern recordings
recordings of
Now, however
of this work may be,
be. tweaked
tweaked
as they are
are by the audiobalancing wizardry
wizardry of
and tailored as
of the studio
technicians,
technicians, anyone
any one of
of us
us who has
has heard it in live performance knows how
between triumph
triumph and disaster,
since its opening
critically poised the work is between
critically
disaster. since
depends
depends absolutely
absolutely on a really big cello tone,
tone, a sensitive
sensitive conductor and
soloists to achieve
good preparation by the soloists
achieve even
even a moderately successful
successful
performances of
muddy performances
result. I have
have heard some
result.
some pretty muddy
of the Brahms in my
time, and only
only one truly outstanding one (Pauk and Kirschbaum
Kirschbaum with
with the
Lichfield Festival
years ago).
Festival a few years
Chamber
Chamber Orchestra of
of Europe at the Lichfield
ago).
as classical
The Delius concerto is in fact as
classical a structure
structure as
as could be
of his inclination.
inclination. It is true that the dense
imagined from a composer of
dense partwriting demands careful balancing. As Tasmin Little has
has emphasised
writing
emphasised to
'it
forget the conventional idea of
best for the soloists
soloists to forget
Richard, 'it is best
of virtuoso
ensemble on the fabric and texture
display and work with the whole ensemble
texture of
of the
piece. With
of the piece.
With the Double
Double Concerto this means
means working
working closely
sound of
one's partner and then meeting up with the conductor so
with one's
so that the
feel of
overall feel
of the work
work is agreed
agreed before getting together
together with the orchestra'.4
orchestra'.4
Beechamalso
recommendedthattwogifted
Beecham
criticised the cello part-writing and recommended
thattwo gifted
alsocriticisedthecellopart-writingand
ruthless revision'.
soloists
'subject it to fairly ruthless
soloists'subject
revision'. With
With respect,
respect.Beatrice
Beatrice Harrison's
collaboration
just about what Delius
collaboration should mean that the resultant score
score is just
wanted. Its live performance must depend on an understanding of
wanted.
of the whole
glories of
at least
concept to bring
bring out the sectional
sectional glories
of the music,
music. and;
and'at
least modern
assistwith this in the studio.
studio. The old criticisms are
technology can assist
are themselves
themselvesin
need of
of revision,
revision. a fact underlined
need
underlined by the recent
recent Little-Wallfisch

(Philip Heseltine),
1.l . Frederick
Frederick Delius
Delius by Peter
Peter Warlock
Warlock (Philip
Heseltine). reprinted
reprinted with
with
(BodleyHead
additions,
additions,annotations
annotationsand
and comments
Hurbert Foss
Foss(Bodley
commentsby
by Hurbert
Head 1952),
1952).
p.122
p.l22
(Macmillan. 1948),
2.
2. Delius:
Delius:A Critical
p.94
Critical Biography
Biographyby Arthur Hutchings
Hutchings(Macmillan,
1948),p.94
3.
ASD 3343
3 . ASD
3343
privatecorrespondence
4.
4. In private
correspondence
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Beecham's
recording and Tasmin Little's statement
she disagrees
disagrees with Beecham's
statement that she
piece.
view of
of the piece.
Rouge and
In
and
little-known one-act opera Margot la Rouge
In his discourse on the little-known
was written
the derivative Idyll,
ldyll. Richard noted their unlikely
unlikely origins. Margot
Margot was
publisher. ('written down'
for a competition
competition promoted by a Milanese publisher,
according to Philip
Philip Heseltine),
Heseltine). and it is certainly unique in style
sfyle for Delius,
with its lightly
scored melodramatic programme. Beecham thought it lacked
lightly scored
figure.
pace
pace until
over-use of
of one small orchestral
orchestral figure.
until the end and criticised the over-use
Richard thought there was
justification for the latter opinion,
was some
opinion, though
some justification
phrase gave
gave it some
the ever-changing
harmonic colouring
of the phrase
some validity.
ever-changing harmonic
colouring of
Maurice
The vocal score
score for Margot
Margol was prepared by none other than Maurice
(1902) would have
Ravel who at this time (1902)
have been
40. The
been 27
27 and
and Delius 40.
general
possible
possible effects
score. and the latter's
latter's general
of exposure
exposure to Delius's score,
effects of
guessed at.
Ravel
influence on a younger colleague
only be guessed
at. Like Delius,
Delius. Ravel
colleague can only
became
whose every
has weight and
every note has
became a most meticulous composer whose
meaning and who can similarly
sparse beginnings build
similarly from sparse
build glittering
panoplies of
several examples
examples from
of sumptuous sound.
sound. Richard produced several
the opera to demonstrate
demonstrate how well adapted
adapted to the words of
of the drama the
recent trend in reviving littlemusic actually is;
is; and he suggested
suggested that the recent
profit include
known
known operas could
could with
with profit
include Margot la Rouge.
Rouge.
He also
gave a most interesting
interesting breakdown of
of the way the Idyll
ldyll had been
also gave
years later to match a selection
extracted
of
selection of
extracted from the opera score
score thirty years
was
verses
Walt Whitman's
Whitman's poems by Robert Nichols. The adaptation was
verses from WaIt
possible by Eric Fenby's
of
Fenby's contribution.
contribution. It is probable that
of course
course made possible
Leaves
Delius did not appreciate
appreciate the provenance of one of
of the poems (from Leaves
of
of Grass)
Grass)which had caused
caused something of
of a scandal
scandal in America at the time
publication. Dawn
of
Dawn Redwood in her talk to the Midlands
Midlands Branch in
of its publication.
March
March on Whitman
Whitman confirmed
confirmed that the original
original addressee
addresseeof
of the love poem
was in fact male.
in question was
male.
indebted to Richard
We are greatly indebted
Richard for his careful study of
these two
of these
rarely heard works.
works. A
A strong contingent of
of local members thoroughly
thoroughly
enjoyed his carefully constructed
was
constructed overview and a memorable evening was
generous
rounded off
off by the splendid buffet and wine provided by our generous
hosts.
hosts.

E.E.R.
E.E.R.

GEORGE
'MY LIFE
LITTLE --'MY
LIFE WITH
GEORGELITTLE
WITH FRED'
FRED'
23
23 October 1993
1993
informative evening describing his
George
George Little provided an amusing and informative
gradual awakening to a love of
of Delius.
of the music of
Born
was
Born in Bradford
Bradford not far from Claremont
Claremont where Delius was
was born,
born. he was
a regular supporter of
of the local subscription concerts,
concerts, one of
founders
of the founders
father, Julius Delius. These
having been Delius's father,
These concerts
were, in the main,
concerts were,
provided by the Halle
Hall6 Orchestra
Orchestra under Barbirolli,
Barbirolli, and included a number
number of
of
Delius
Delius items such as
as In a Summer Garden
Garden and
and Brigg Fair.
Fair. George also
particularly a performance
performance of
remembered particularly
of Eric Fenby's Rossini
Rossini on Ilkla
llkla Moor,
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and he
he showed
programme for
showed us
us the
the programme
and
for the
the concert
concert which
which he
he had
had had
had
autographed by
by Eric
Eric Fenby.
Fenby.
autographed
George was
was aa regular
regular filmgoer,
lilmgoer and
provided musical
and he
he provided
George
musical illustrations
illustrations of
of
frlm music
music influenced
influenced by
by Delius.
Delius. Composers
film
particularly influenced
Composers particularly
influenced
included Cyril
Cyril Mockridge
Mockridge and
included
and Dmitri
Dmitri Tiomkin
(in Lost
Tiomkin (in
Lost Horizon),
Horizon), but
the
but the
score that
is particularly
particularly associated
that is
score
associated with
with Delius
Delius is
is The
The Yearling
Yearling which
which
actually uses
uses Delius's
Delius's music
music arranged
actually
arranged by Herbert
Herbert Stothart;
Stothart: this
this film
film does
does
actually acknowledge
acknowledge Delius
Delius in
in the
the credits.
actually
credits. George
George mentioned the
the
discussion on
on this
this subject
subject which took place
place in
discussion
in the
the correspondence
correspondence of
of
Journal93.
Journal
93.
To illustrate
illustrate an
an incident
incident in
in his acting
To
acting career,
career. George
George explained
explained how aa
mediocre actor
actor of his acquaintance
acquaintance gave
gave aa wonderful performance of
mediocre
'I
Oberon's speech
speech 'I know aa bank where
where the
Oberon's
grows' from
the wild thyme grows'
from A
Night's Dream
Dream accompanied
accompanied by the slow interlude
Midsummer Nights
interlude from
from Brigg
Bigg
Fair and
and how the
the actor
actor attributed his success
Fair
successto the
the music.
music. We
We were
were then
treated to aa most moving recital
recital of the
the speech
treated
speech accompanied by the same
same
music.
music.
Naturally. George
George was
was delighted when his daughter
Naturally,
daughter Tasmin
Thsmin showed
showed an
justifiably feels
interest in Delius and justifiably
feels that some
interest
some of the
the credit for this could
be claimed by him. We
we heard and saw
saw on video Tasmin perform part of
be
of
Third Violin
violin Sonata
Sonata in the Young Musician
Delius's Third
Musician of the Year
she was
was placed second.
competition in which she
second. We also
also saw
saw her in the new
promotional video produced by the Delius Trust
promotional
Tiust in which she
she discussed
discussed the
Violin Concerto and played excerpts
excerpts from the work.
Violin
expect, we had some
some entertaining anecdotes
As one would expect,
particularly
anecdotes particularly
years ago
George's visit to Claremont
concerning George's
Claremont some
some years
ago where he found the
Petrol Station on the site
site of
of Nos 1-3
l-3 Claremont, together
Delius Petrol
together with a taxi
fleet'Delius
Thxis'. Delight at seeing
seeing a round plaque on the birthplace
fleet
'Delius Taxis'.
birthplace (No
naturally thought to record belatedly the composer's
6) which he naturally
composer's birth
birth there
there
was
confounded when, on closer
inspection, it was
closer inspection,
was found that the plaque
was confounded
was
advertisement for a local coal merchant!
was an advertisement
Finally, we were
were treated
treated to a recording of
of a performance made in May
May
1992 of
of the Delius Violin
violin Concerto by Tasmin Little with the BBC
1992
Philharmonic conducted by Raymond
Raymond Leppard. George considers
Philharmonic
considers this to be
possibly the best
of the work
work she
she has given,
given, with wonderful
wonderful
best performance of
support from orchestra and conductor.
Thank
Thank you, George.
George, for a thoroughly
thoroughly enjoyable evening and for
encouraging your
continuing interest
interest and support for the Delius
Delius
your daughter's
daughter's continuing
cause.
Thank you also,
also, Jilly.
Jilly, for accompanying
accompanying him
him and keeping him
him in
in
cause. Thank
order!
Richard
Richard Kitching
Kitching

DAN
DAN GODFREY
GODFREY AND
AND THE
THE
BOURNEMOUTH
BOURNEMOUTH MUNICIPAL
MUNICIPAL ORCHESTRA
ORCHESTRA
A Centenary
Centenary Assessment
Assessment by
by Stephen
Stephen Lloyd
Lloyd
20
20 November
November 1993
1993
Our November
November meeting
meeting took place
place at the
the home
home of
of our Programme
Programme
Secretary,
Secretary, Brian Radford.
Radford, on a rather
rather wintry night which
which did not deter
deter
several
several members
members from afar
afar from attendins.
attending.
l15
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It seems
seems that the
It
to provide and
the original invitation from Bournemouth to
the re-opening
re-opening of
conduct aa band at
the Winter Gardens in 1893
at the
ol'the
1893was
was sent
sent to
father. but
but. father having failed
Dan Godfrey's
Godfrey's father,
failed to reply,
reply, Dan Junior did so
so
post. Initially,
and
obtained the
the post.
Initially. the
the music
required was
and duly obtained
music required
was light music,
music,
began introducing
introducing more serious
but Godfrey gradually began
serious items
items into the
the
programmes.
programmes.
Famous composers
composers were
were attracted
Famous
attracted to conduct the
the orchestra,
orchestra, including
including
HoIst,
Holst, Coleridge-Taylor,
Coleridge-Thylor, Mackenzie,
Mackenzie. German,
German. Bantock, Elgar,
Elgar. Parry and
1910 Centenary celebrations,
Stanford.
Stanford. At the
the 1910
celebrations, Vaughan Williams
Williams attended,
attended,
yacht. At that time aa
as did Parry who sailed
as
sailed to Bournemouth
Bournemouth in his own yacht.
was produced outlining
booklet was
outlining Godfrey's
Godfrey's contribution
contribution towards
towards British
music.
mUSIC.
l9l4 the orchestra's
In 1914
orchestra's first recordings
recordings were
were issued.
issued. In 1925
1925 Godfrey
the London
London Symphony Orchestra
conducted
conducted the
Orchestra in the
the first recording of
Williams' A London
London Symphony,
Vaughan Williams'
initially the first two movements
Symphony. initially
movements
version but followed the next year
year by the complete
only in an abridged version
complete
rare acoustic
symphony. (This rare
acoustic set
set includes a few
few bars
bars not in the
the final
generally played today.)
revised version that is
is generally
revised
today.) Dan
Dan Godfrey had already
already
second performance of
given the second
of this work (in its first revision) and he also
also
allowed Rutland Boughton the use
use of the Municipal
Municipal Orchestra
Orchestra for the first
performance with orchestra
orchestra of his Immortal Hour in January 1915
19l5 when the
was Charles Kennedy Scott.
year Havergal Brian
conductor was
Scott. The previous year
Brian
Firsr English
English Suite
conducted his First
Suite at the Winter Gardens -- in khaki, he being
Dan Godfrey wisely suggesting
in the army at the time and Dan
suggesting that his
appearance in uniform
uniform would facilitate his release
appearance
release for the concert.
concert. Another
Another
was the
the visit in 1921
l92l of
of Sibelius
Sibelius to conduct his Third Symphony,
landmark was
Symphony.
same year Godfrey gave
gave the first performance of
and that same
Bax's Tintagel.
Tintogel.
of Bax's
orchestra came under threat about this time due
due to the Bournemouth
The orchestra
Bournemouth
Council wishing to save
save expenses;
expenses; Ethel Smyth saved
Council
saved the day,
day, however,
however, by
large number of
prominent musicians to petition for Godfrey
persuading a large
of prominent
been duly awarded,
awarded, the Council
to be given a knighthood. This having been
Council then
had little alternative
alternative but to continue their support.
support.
1927 the orchestra moved from
In 1927
from the Winter
Winter Gardens
In
newly
Gardens to the newly
purpose-built Pavilion
Pavilion from where they regularly broadcast.
broadcast. A
A new manager
was appointed requiring
requiring lighter music and Godfrey
was
Godfrey became
became unhappy,
unhappy.
1934. We heard part of
eventually retiring in 1934.
of Godfrey's farewell
farewell speech
speech
introduced by Sir Hugh
Hugh AlIen.
Allen.
Stephen then continued by giving a resume
Stephen
r6sum6 of
of the orchestra's
orchestra's subsequent
subsequent
Richard Austin, Monty
Monty Birch, Rudolf
history under
under Richard
Rudolf Schwarz,
Schwarz, Charles
Groves, and Constantin
Constantin Silvestri
whose talents
Silvestri whose
talents were
were demonstrated
Groves,
demonstrated by a
of Enescu's
Enescu's Romanian
riveting performance of
Romanian Rhapsody.
Rhapsody. Berglund's tenure was
was
touched upon, and finally
finally we
we reached
reached the current
current incumbent.
incumbent, Andrew
Andrew
Litton.
Litton.
A
with Rudolf
Rudolf Schwarz was very revealing,
A recorded interview
interview by
by Stephen with
particularly
particularly as
as the conductor
conductor expressed
expressed his surprise
surprise at the volume of
of work
work
he was
was expected
expected to undertake; he ended up working
working seven
seven days
days a week.
week.
The talk was
was a tempting
tempting introduction
introduction to Stephen's
Stephen's book
book on Godfrey
Godfrey and
the
the Bournemouth Municipal
Municipal Orchestra
Orchestra soon
soon to be published by Thames
P
ublishing.
Publishing.
R B
B Kitchins
Kitching
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CHARLES BARNARD
BARNARD ON
CHARLES
ON THE
THE LIFE
LIFE OF
OF
GRAN{ILLE BANTOCK
GRANVILLE
BANTOCK

t

)

The homeliness
homeliness and
and comfort
comfort of
The
of our
our Chairman's
Chairman's home
home was
was aa fitting
htting venue
venue
for aa consideration
consideration of
of the
the life
life of
of Granville
Granville Bantock,
for
Bantock. as
as Charles
Charles Barnard
Barnard
emphasisedduring
during his
his talk
talk the
the homeliness
emphasised
homeliness of
of the
the Bantock
Bantock home
home in
in which
which
he received
received so
many of
so many
his friends
of his
friends in
in his
he
his day.
day. Delius,
Delius. Elgar,
Elgar. Holbrooke,
Holbrooke.
Beecham, Shaw,
Shaw, Sibelius
Sibelius -- to
to name
name only
Beecham,
only aa few.
few. His
His invitation
invitation to
to Sibelius
Sibelius to
to
come
to
Liverpool
during his
his time
in New
come to Liverpool during
time in
New Brighton,
Brighton. to
to conduct
conduct his
his First
First
Symphony at
Liverpool Orchestral
at aa Liverpool
Orchestral Society
Symphony
Society Concert,
quickly established
Concert, quickly
established aa
firm friendship,
friendship, and
and Sibelius
Sibelius subsequently
firm
subsequently dedicated
dedicated his
his Third
Third Symphony
Symphony
to Bantock.
Bantock. One
One of
of the
the recorded
recorded illustrations
illustrations used
to
used by
by Charles
Charles Barnard
Barnard was
was
comparison between
between the
the third
third movement
movement of
aa comparison
of Sibelius'
Sibelius' Third
Third Symphony
Symphony
(1904-1909)and the
the last
last movement of Bantock's
(1904-1909)
Bantock's Pagan
Pagan Symphony
(1923symphony (19231928)from which the
the Sibelius
Sibelius influence was
1928)
was very
very much in evidence.
evidence.
Bantock, like Delius,
Delius. had to overcome
overcome fatherly influence in his
Bantock,
his early
early
years. which led
led him first
first into studying for the
the India Civil
years,
Civil Service,
Service. from
he escaped
escaped because
because of eye
eye trouble.
trouble. Then he
which he
he was
was directed
directed into
studying to be
be aa chemical engineer
engineer at
at the
the City & Guilds Institute in South
Kensington. However,
However. instead
instead of
of attending regularly the C & G Institute,
Kensington.
Institute, he
spent his
his time visiting
visiting the
the museum
museum and there
there for hours
pored over
spent
hours pored
over musical
musical
scores.Complaints by the
the Principal to father
father of such
scores.
such frequent
frequent absences
absencesled
led
agreeing for him
him to go to the Trinity
to his father reluctantly agreeing
Tiinity College
College of
of
Music in 1886.
1886.It was
was around this time that he attended
attended a London concert
concert
where Tchaikovsky
Tchaikovsky conducted,
conducted, and following this,
where
this, Bantock searched
searched around
London until
until he discovered
discovered where
where the great
great man was
was staying,
London
staying, and there
there
contrived to meet
meet him. Telling Tchaikovsky
Tchaikovsky that he wanted to be a
'Then
composer, the advice
advice he received
received was,
was. Then you must be prepared to work
composer,
work
hard.'
hard.'
He did just
just that under Frederick Corder at the Tiinity
Trinity College,
College, and
during
Symphony in C minor
during that time composed a Symphony
minor for which
which he was
awarded a scholarship. 1893
1893 saw his termination
termination at Tiinity
Trinity College,
College, and he
went off
off to America, then toured abroad as
as conductor
conductor of
of a theatrical
company, and conducted in
in many
many places
places The
The Gaiety
Gaiety Girl.
He married in
in 1898
1898 the beautiful German.
German, Helena Franceska
Franceska von
Schweitzer,
Schweitzer, a poetess.
poetess, and they moved into
into a home in
in New
New Brighton
Brighton where
Bantock
job as
as Musical
Musical Director
Director of
of the New
New Brighton
Brighton Tower
Bantock took
took a job
Pleasure
playing for
for dancing
dancing and varied band
band music. He
He also
Pleasure Gardens, playing
introduced
introduced Sunday afternoon classical
classical concerts
concerts which
which included
included contemcontemporary
porary music
music by
by Mackenzie.
Mackenzie, Stanford, Wallace.
Wallace, etc.
etc. ItIt was during
during this time
time
that
that he
he invited
invited Sibelius to
to conduct
conduct his
his First
First Symphony,
Symphony, as mentioned
mentioned
earlier.
earlier. ItIt is recorded
recorded that
that on
on one occasion whilst
whilst Mackenzie
Mackenzie was
conducting
conducting a student orchestra in
in one of
of Bantock's Satanic pieces
pieces he
he
'Where
became
became hopelessly
hopelessly lost
lost and
and exclaimed:
exclaimed: 'Where are
are we
we now.
now, Bantock?'
BantockT and
and
'In
Bantock
Bantock replied:
replied: 'In Hell!'
Hell!'
From
From 1900
1900 to
to 1908
1908 Bantock
Bantock was
was Principal
Principal of
of the
the School
School of
of Music
Music in
in
Birmingham
Birmingham and
and during
during this
this time
time saw
saw much
much of
of Elgar
E1gar who,
who, with
with his
his wife,
wife,
stayed
Myrrha Bantock
Bantock recalls
recalls that
that during
during one
one such
such stay,
stay,
stayed with
with them.
them. Myrrha
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providing seven
Mrs Elgar was
bottles for Elgar's
was observed
observed to be providing
seven hot water bottles
bed to cope
cope with a chill!
Holbrooke,
Holbrooke. whom
whom Bantock had earlier befriended,
befriended, came to stay
stay with
year. Delius also
them and continued to live there
there for over a year.
also visited,
visited, and it
is said that Delius thought Holbrooke
Many and frequent were
were
Holbrooke a humbug! Many
the letters
Bantock. and the latter did much to
letters between
between Delius and Bantock,
champion
music. as
as he did also
also with other contemporary
champion Delius's music,
composers.
composers.
In 1908
Music at the Birmingham
1908 Bantock became
became Professor
Professor of
of Music
Birmingham
University, a position he held until
1933.It was
was during
until 1933.
during this period that he
was
was composing
The Rubaiyat of
of Omar Khayyam; the first part
composing the music for The
was
1909.
1907. and the third
third part in 1909.
was completed in 1906,
1906,the second
second part in 1907,
'It
Havergal Brian
has founded a new
impressed with it and said:
Brian was
said: 'It has
was quite impressed
'a
note
191I
note in music.' Ernest Newman
Newman described
described it as
as 'a fine secular
secular work'. In 1911
he wrote Atalanta in Calydon,
Calydon, an unaccompanied choral symphony, and this
was
was given an excellent
Hall6 Choir. An
An interesting
excellent performance by the Halle
illustration
illustration provided by Charles was
was part of
of a recording of
of Bantock's
(1915) -- very descriptive
Hebridean
islands. Ernest
descriptive of
of the sea
sea and islands.
Hebidean Symphony
Symphony (1915)
'a
piece'. The period 1923-1928
Newman
1923-1928saw
Newman considered
considered it 'a truly marvellous piece'.
the composition of
Pagan Symphony
of the Pagan
Symphony -- a dream of
of classical
classical antiquity,
previously, much influenced by Sibelius.
and, as
Sibelius.
as mentioned previously,
At
from Birmingham
Birmingham and went to Trinity
Tiinity College,
At the age
age of
of 65
65 he retired from
London
London and because
because of
of travelling difficulties moved to the capital, then out
to Gerrards Cross.
1940, again to alleviate
alleviate travelling, he moved to
Cross. But in 1940,
Gloucester Road. Mter
After the war he returned to live in the Birmingham
Birmingham area
area
and subsequently
cottage next to his son in Barnt Green.
subsequently took a little cottage
Green.
(1940) for
The final
final illustration
illustration was from
from Bantock's
Bantock's Celtic
Celtic Symphony (1940)
work which rounded off
strings
harps, a most beautiful delicate
delicate work
off a
strings and six harps,
most delightful, interesting
interesting and moving evening.
evening.
The excellent
excellent buffet which followed, provided by Wyn, Gwen and Clarice,
enabled a continuance of
discussion on a composer who was,
was,
of thought and discussion
and is,
is, much
much underrated
neglected, and who was an ever faithful
faithful friend
friend
underrated and neglected,
of
of Frederick Delius.
F.G.c.
F.G.C.
48-pagespecial
special issue
issue of the
A much-enlarged
much-enlarged48-page
the Delius
DeliusSociety
SocietyJournal,
Journal, number
number 80,
80. was
was
devoted
Bantock, with
with aa detailed
his
to aa survey
survey and
and assessment
assessmentof Bantock,
detailed account
account of
ol' his
devoted to
involvement
Musical League
Leagueand
his friendship
friendship with
with and
involvementin the
the Musical
and his
and championship
championshipof
Delius,
Holbrooke and
includes interviews
interviews with two
Delius, Elgar,
Elgar, Sibelius,
Sibelius, Holbrooke
and others.
others. It includes
two of
Bantock's
Bantock's sons
sons and
several rare
rare illustrations.
illustrations. Copies
Copies are
are available
available from
from the
the Editor,
Editor,
and several
price£3
postage.
price
f3 inclusive
inclusiveof postage.

DELIUS
DELIUS SOCIETY
BRANCH
NORTHERNBRANCH
SOCIETY-- NORTHERN
I l0), it was
was reported
reported that there
In
1993 (No 110),
there
In the Society's
Society's Journal for Spring 1993
had been
been a gathering of
of Northern
Northern members in November
November 1992
1992 to consider
possibility of setting
the
branch.
the possibility
setting up a Northern branch.
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pleasure to report
is aa pleasure
place
report that subsequently
It is
meetings have
have taken place
subsequently two meetings
1993 as
was hoped.
in 1993
as was
hoped. The first
first was
was in Howarth,
Howarth. West
West Yorkshire,
Yorkshire, when
Derek Bell and his wife were
were our hosts.
hosts. Richard Kitching
Kitching talked about the
the
between Margot
Double Concerto and the
the relationship between
Margot La Rouge
Rouge and the
the
Idyll. The second
Idyll.
second meeting
meeting was
was hosted
hosted by Henry Giles and the
the speaker
was
speaker was
'Delius,
whose talk was
Christopher Redwood whose
was entitled 'Delius, the man and his
music: Some
music:
Some thoughts
thoughts concerning the
the relationships between
between the
development of his musical style,
style, his personality and health'.
health'.
1994 Dawn
Dawn Redwood talked about Delius and Walt Whitman,
In 1994
Whitman. and in
'No
Harry Legge
Legge visited
visited us
give his talk entitled 'No Delius -- please!'
June
June Harry
us to give
please!'
Henry Giles

HIGHAM
MUSIC AT HIGHAM
Pace the attenders
attenders at the Mass
Birmingham the previous evening,
Pace
Mass of
of Life in Birmingham
was a poor turnout
this was
turnout by Delius Society
folk. I'm afraid; but theirs
Society folk,
theirs was
was the
loss, for Music
Music at Higham
Higham this year was
very fine indeed.
loss,
was very
indeed. Also 23
23 May
May was
was
a lovely spring day to be visiting Higham
Higham Ferrers
Ferrers church, its golden spire
spire
bathed in sunlight and the interior broad and cooL
cool. with a whiff
whiff of
of incense
incense
as one went in.
in the air as
Ian and Jennifer Partridge
lan
Partridge were
were the recitalists,
recitalists, a brother and sister
sister
which is by now so
partnership which
mutually responsive
so well balanced and mutually
responsive that
individual careers
difficult to remember they have
it is difficult
have separate
separate individual
careers too. In
In the
half of the programme five
first half
five Schubert songs
songs provided the opening,
production of
followed by a masterly production
of Schumann's Dichterliebe
Dichterliebein which
which the
faithfully caught the changing mood in a way that stirred the emotions
duo faithfully
even the most complacent listener.
of even
listener.
of
second half
half of
The second
of the recital was
was devoted
devoted to songs
songs by Warlock, Howells,
Williams, HoIst,
Holst, Finzi,
Finz| Gurney, Quilter
Vaughan Williams,
selection
Quilter and Delius, a fair selection
best of
of English work
century. Unknown
work in this century.
were
from the best
Unknown to me were
Howells'
Gavotte and Holst's
HoIst's Floral
Floral Bandit.
Bandit, the latter
with a passing
Howells' early Gavotte
latter with
reference
Schubert's Sylvio
in the bass
Sylvia in
bass and also
reference to Schubert's
also a surprising fugal section.
section.
Delius's later
later Nightingale contrasted well with
with the formal
Delius's
formal ebb and
flow of
and flow
of
Ian Partridge was at his best in Finzi's
Twilight Fancies,
Fancies, and I thought
thought lan
Finzi's lovely
lovely
in the haunting
setting of
Lizbie Browne
Browne and in
haunting Britten setting
of a Somerset
Somerset folk-song he
gave as
as an encore.
encore.
gave
Great credit is due to Roy Price and his team for bringing
bringing off
off another
successful concert for charity, the proceeds
in part earmarked for the Delius
successful
proceeds in
Delius
Society.
mention too should
should be made of
of Meg
Meg Allen
AlIen who,
who, apart
apart
Society. Particular
Particular mention
from
from all her other tasks,
tasks, organised a splendid buffet tea in
in the ancient Bede
House after the music.
E.E.R.
E.E.R.
The
The Society would
would like
like to record its thanks
thanks to Roy
Roy Price for
for his generous
donation
donation as
as a result of
of the Music
Music at Higham
Higham recital.
recital. This
This and a number
number of
of
other reports in
in this issue
issue had necessarily
necessarily been held back to allow
allow room
room for
issue.
the Koanga issue.
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MASS OF LIFE AT BIRMINGHAM
A MASS
BIRMINGHAM
Symphony HalL
Hall. Birmingham.
Birmingham. Saturday
Symphony
Saturday 22
22 May
May 1993.
1993. Lesley
Lesley Garrett,
Garrett.
Catherine Wyn-Rogers.
Wyn-Rogers. Justin
Justin Lavender.
Lavender. Stephen
Catherine
Roberts. City
Stephen Roberts,
City of
of
Birmingham Choir,
Choir. Oxford
Oxford Bach
Bach Choir.
Birmingham
Choir. City
City of
of Birmingham
Birmingham Symphony
Symphony
Orchestra. Christopher
Christopher Robinson.
Robinson. Given
with the
Orchestra,
Given with
the assistance
assistanceof
of Southern
Southern
Arts and
and the
the Oelius
Delius Trust.
Tiust. Pre-concert
Pre-concerttalk
talk by
by Lyndon
Arts
Lyndon Jenkins.
Jenkins.
you visited
Have you
visited the
the new
new Symphony
Symphony Hall
Hall in
in Birmingham
Birmingham yet?
yet? No?
Have
No? Then
Then
you must!
you go
go by train,
you will
must! If
[f you
train. as
as II did,
did. you
will come
you
come out
out into
into New Street.
Street.
pedestrian precinct.
is now aa pedestrian
precinct. (A proper
proper one,
which is
mean. not the
one. I mean.
the sort
sort
where the
pedestrian suddenly
the innocent
innocent pedestrian
receivesaa friendly
where
suddenly receives
friendly nudge
nudge on the
the
'bus.
shoulder from
from aa double-decker
double-decker'bus, as
shoulder
as in some
some cities.)
cities.)It
It leads
leads directly
directly into
Victoria Square
Square with the
imposing facade
the imposing
facade of the
Victoria
the old Council House,
House.
immediately opposite
opposite which lies
lies the
the new
new Centenary
immediately
Centenary Square.
Square.This impressive
impressive
is adorned
circus is
adorned in one
one corner
corner by aa large
large faceless
circus
facelessmetal
metal figure,
figure. feet
feet set
set in
concrete and leaning
leaning slightly.
slightly. The locals
locals refer
refer to it somewhat
concrete
somewhat disrespectfully
disrespectfully
'The
a s The Tin
T i n Man'.
Man'.
as
circus itself
itself is
is on aa slope.
slope, aa feature
feature which has
The circus
has cleverly
cleverly been
been turned
to
turned to
advantage by the
the architect
architect building steps,
advantage
steps.the
the central
central portion of which form
the largest
largest fountain in Europe.
Europe. This is
is dominated
dominated by a bronze
the
bronze sculpture
sculpture by
female seated
seatedon sandstone
sandstone and spurting
spurting water
Dhruva Mistry of a female
water from a
'the
ball (known even
less respectfully,
even less
respectfully. I understand,
understand. as
as 'the floosie
floosie in the
the
jactzzi'\. Around
Around about are
are signposts
signposts in the now familiar
familiar black-with-gold
jacuzzi').
black-with-gold
edging. and here
here is the first disappointment: they point
point to everywhere
edging,
everywhere except
except
Perhaps the
the city fathers
fathers are
precious
are hoping that,
Symphony Hall. Perhaps
that. like a precious
jewel.
value from its
its obscurity;
obscurity: or maybe
maybe it was
jeweL it will gain value
was simply built after
after
the signs
signs were
were erected.
erected.
'When
geography applied here:
of geography
here: 'When lost,
lost. look
The first law of
look for a
sign'. and there,
there. sure
is the
sure enough,
enough, is
Macdonalds sign',
beside
the entrance
entrance to the
the Hall beside
it. I was
get there
it.
was unfortunately
unfortunately unable to get
there in time for Lyndon Jenkins'
preJenkins' pregather was
concert talk.
admirable, including the
concert
talk. which I gather
was admirable,
the disclosure
disclosure that
there
there have been only
only some
some forty complete public
public performances of
of A Mass
Mass of
of
Lirfe.
lt would
Life. It
would be interesting to learn where he culled this information
information from:
from;
even
even more fascinating ifif some
some painstaking
painstaking researcher
researcher could tabulate them
all. (A
(A starting point
point would
would be the article in
in one of
of my earliest
earliest DVs.
DSJs, no 44.)
44.)
II count
count it a privilege.
privilege, then.
then, to think
think that II have
have attended
attended about a quarter of
of
tthem.
hem.
The article just
just alluded to was by
by the veteran
veteran writer
writer Norman
Norman Cameron.
Cameron,
who recently told
told me of
of lirst
first being bowled-over by the music of
of Delius,
Oelius,
along with
with colleague
colleague A
AK
K Holland.
Holland, at a performan
performance
of A Mass
Mass of
of Life at the
ce of
welsh
Welsh National
National Eisteddfodd
Eisteddfodd in
in 1933.
1933. Who
Who conducted?
conducted? II asked.
asked. Beecham?
Beecham?
Harty
Harty ? No,
No, Dr
Or TT Hopkin
Hopkin Evans.
Evans, a very competent local choral conductor.
We discussed
discussed why
why it should have
have made such an impact in
in those
those
circumstances
that the Mass
Mass is not
not one of
of Delius's more
circumstances and concluded that
subtle works.
and provided
provided the choir
choir knows its stuff
stuff and
and understands what
what
works, and
itit is singing about
about a second-rank conductor
conductor can bring
bring itit off.
This
This would
would certainly
certainly accord with
with my
my own
own memories and was relevant
to the performance
performance in
in Birmingham
Birmingham on 22 May
May 1993.
1993. II missed
missed Christopher
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Robinson's performance
performance at
years ago,
Robinson's
Warwick aa couple
at Warwick
couple of
of years
ago, but
but his
his name
name
has been
been associated
associatedwith
with Delius
years;II recall
Delius for
many years;
has
for many
recall his
his standing
standing in
in for
for
'60s
the ailing
ailing Sir
Malcolm Sargent
Sir Malcolm
the
Sargent in
in London
London in
in the
the '60s at
at aa concert
which
concert which
included aa Delius
Delius piece.
piece. II missed
missed the
the detached
included
detached crispness
crispness of
of the
the opening
opening
chords -- no-one
no-one has
quite the
has managed
managed these
thesein
in quite
the same
chords
same way
way that
that Groves
Groves used
used
to -- but
but any
any disappointment
disappointment was
was soon
tempered by
to
soon tempered
by the
the sound
sound of
of the
the choir
choir
it entered.
as it
entered. Good
Good Lord,
Lord. what an
as
an attack!
attack! II counted
counted them.
them. There
There were
were 250,
250.
no less,
less. the
the combined
combined forces
forces of
City of
of Birmingham
Birmingham and
no
of the
the City
and Oxford
Oxford Bach
Bach
Choirs.
Choirs.
any performance of
Naturally, any
of the
the Mass
Mass depends
greatly on
depends greatly
on the
the
Zarathustra, so
so one awaited Stephen
Zarathustra,
Stephen Roberts' first entry with anticipation.
anticipation.
gives no dynamic marking, but as
score gives
The score
the orchestra
as the
orchestra are
are all marked
forte and it is
is the
the soloist's
soloist's first entry,
forte
one hoped for something more
entry, one
forceful than actually resulted.
resulted. It
It was
was difficult to decide
forceful
decide whether he
he was
was
saving himself, or if
if the
the acoustic
acoustic of the
was unfavourable to soloists
the hall was
saving
soloists at
the front of the
the platform; none of them was
was exactly
exactly overpowering.
the
overpowering. The
were adequate:
others were
adequate: Justin Lavender has
has aa sweet
sweet tone
tone which sounded
others
sounded well
thereafter made the
in his first entry ('In dein Auge') and thereafter
the most of aa rather
part. Catherine Wyn Rogers
Rogers sounds
sounds to me more of a mezzo
unrewarding part.
'O
contralto. and I missed
missed the rich plumminess of
of her octave
than a contralto,
octave drop at '0
Zarathustra'
which
can
sound
so
Leslie
effective. Leslie Garrett was
was the soprano.
Zarathustra'
so effective.
soprano.
Stephen Roberts
Roberts sang
sang more confidently after the interval but never
Stephen
never
centre-stage focus
focus one hoped for.
for. Perhaps
produced the clarity or centre-stage
Perhaps we
we have
been spoiled
spoiled by luxurious Luxon and heroic
heroic Henderson
Henderson in this role
been
role in the
the
past?
past?
interesting effect
effect of
of soloists
soloists less-dominant
less-dominant than usual
The interesting
usual is to put the
the
perspective -- it does,
choir into sharper perspective
does. after all, feature
feature in practically twochoir
of the work. Sheer
Sheer weight of
of numbers is not the answer,
answer. for the
thirds of
Mass
the Mass
successfully by far smaller forces
forces than here,
here, but
has certainly been sung successfully
(as one would
these singers
singers (as
would expect
expect from the training
training of
of a Cathedral
these
which thrilled
thrilled and remained in the memory
organist) produced sounds which
throughout
throughout the homeward
homeward journey.
journey.
The City
City of
of Birmingham
Birmingham Symphony
Symphony Orchestra is,
is, II guess,
guess, incapable of
of
playing
playing sloppily, even
even when its guru is not on the podium.
podium. This
This evening
there was one ghastly aberration (one of
of the horns entering a bar
bar early in
in
On the
the Mountains with
with a result which
which is better imagined
imagined than
than described)
described) but
but
they atoned with
with the introduction
introduction to number
number 4 of
of Part Two, including
including a
ravishing
ravishing bass
bass oboe. All
All that was missing was
was a hnal
final delicacy of
of phrasing,
and that rarely comes from
from anyone but
but a Beecham in
in this work.
The hall, which
which seats
seats 2,000,
2,000, was more than
than 80%
80% full
full and many
many Delius
Delius
Society
claiming
Society members travelled a long
long way to hear it (Dorset possibly claiming
the record).
On the other
other hand.
hand, ifif itit has only
only been done forty times in
in
record). on
ninety
ninety years
years (and
(and performances are not
not increasing in
in frequency) perhaps
attendance
attendance should
should be de rigueur for
for all
all of
of us?
us? Frankly.
Frankly, itit beats
beats me how
how
1.600
1,600 people
people can attend a one-work
one-work concert with
with evident enjoyment, yet only
only
a handful
handful would
would join
join a society
society dedicated to its composer.
composer.
C.W.R.
c.w.R.
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A MASS
MASS OF LIFE
LIFE AT CAMBRIDGE
King's
King's College
College ChapeL
Chapel. Cambridge.
Cambridge. Saturday
Saturday 5 June
1993. Christine
June 1993.
Christine
Bunning. Anne Mason,
Bunning,
Mason. Adrian Thompson,
Thompson. Henry Herford,
Herford. Cambridge
Cambridge
Philharmonic Society,
Society.conductor
Rowe. Given with the
conductor Matthew Rowe.
the assistance
assistance
Trust.
the Delius Trust.
of the
quadrangle at
A summer's
summer's day,
day. aa Cambridge
Cambridge quadrangle
at dusk,
dusk. the
the breathtaking
breathtaking
splendour
Delius -- aa delicious
splendour of King's
King's College
College ChapeL
Chapel" the
the music
music of Delius
delicious
combination. Doubtless
Doubtless many members
members will regret
combination.
regret missing
missing this
this uniquely
enjoyable
enjoyable occasion,
occasion. but unhappily information was
was received
received too late
late for
inclusion with the
the Journal.
inclusion
Journal.
Aside from the
Aside
the beauty
beauty of the
the venue,
venue. its
its modest
modest dimensions
dimensions compared
compared
those of aa concert
rarely experienced
with those
concert hall afforded
afforded an
an intimacy rarely
experiencedin such
such
vast score.
There being
being less
less space
a vast
score.There
space to filL
fill. all
all four soloists
soloists easily
easily held their
ground. and very
very accomplished
were too.
ground,
accomplished they
they were
too. They represented
representedthe
the most
most
quartet yet
yet heard
heard in this
this work by this
weak
balanced
balanced quartet
this reviewer,
reviewer, without a weak
Mr Herford was
was splendidly
splendidly commanding in the
link. Mr
the arduous
role.
arduous baritone
baritone role,
clear articulate
articulate German.
German.
with clear
acoustics of the
the chapel
were not ideal
ideal for this
chapel were
The acoustics
this sort
sort of music.
music. The
great Invocation
Invocation came
vast welter
welter of thrilling sound
came over
over as
as aa vast
sound with no
great
given to those
those attempting to follow the words.
words. Despair set
quarter given
in. but the
set in,
quieter movements
movements following sounded
well and by the time the
quieter
sounded well
the next
performance.
outburst came
been won over
came I had been
over by the
the performance.
outburst
It was
was a reading
passages
reading of
of predominantly expansive
tempi. the
quiet passages
expansive tempi,
the quiet
the louder ones
ones allowed
allowed to develop
lovingly dwelt upon and the
most
develop most
impressively.If
If things
things occasionally
occasionally came
came almost
almost to a standstill
standstill as
Rowe
impressively.
as Mr
Mr Rowe
became intoxicated
intoxicated by the radiant beauty
beauty of
became
of the music,
music. the
the listener's
listener's
(as they always
was never
never lost.
lost. The chorus was
was superb
attention was
superb (as
always are
are
nowadays) and occasional
occasional broken horn notes
notes were
were as
nowadays)
as irrelevant as
as surface
surface
noise on a treasured
treasured old recording.
recording. Mr
Mr Rowe
Rowe held performers and audience
noise
audience
glorious. uplifting
perfect day.
A glorious,
uplifting end to a perfect
transfixed from start to finish. A
day.
Jonathan
Jonathan Maddox
Maddox

OBITUARIES
OBITUARIES
NORMAN
NORMAN DEL
DEL MAR,
MAR, CBE, Hon. D. Mus.
1919-1994
1919-1994
It is with great sadness
It
sadness that we report the death on 6 February,
February, after a long
illness.ofNorman
Starting as a horn playerand
player and laterbecomingassistant
later becoming assistant
illness, ofNorman Del Mar. Startingas
conductor
conductor of
of Beecham's
Beecham's Royal Philharmonic
Philharmonic Orchestra.
Orchestra, he was
was one of
of this
country's most outstanding and exciting post-war conductors.
conductors. His name brought
brought
a stamp of
of authority
authority to any concert,
concert, and one's
one's expectations
expectations were
were invariably
invariably
rewarded
of depth.
depth, sensitivity
sensitivity and dynamism.
dynamism. He was
was a
rewarded with a reading
reading of
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pioneer Mahlerian,
Mahlerian. an
an acknowledged
acknowledgedexpert
pioneer
expert on
on Richard
Richard Strauss
(and the
Strauss(and
the
author of
of aa classic
classicthree-volume
three-volume study
study of
author
that composer's
of that
composer'sworks),
works). aa scholar
scholar
with aa seemingly
seemingly inexhaustible
inexhaustible knowledge
knowledge on
with
on all
all aspects
aspects of
of music,
music. an
an
invigorating speaker,
speaker,aa refreshing
refreshing writer,
writer, aa record
invigorating
record enthusiast
(especially of
enthusiast (especially
of
78s),and
and on
on the
the rostrum
rostrum aa brilliant
brilliant interpreter,
78s),
interpreter,especially
especiallyof
of works
works from
from the
the
romantic and
and the
the modern
modern schools.
schools.
romantic
When once
once asked
askedat
at aa Delius
Delius Society
Societymeeting
When
meeting if
if he
he had
had any
any ambitions,
ambitions. he
he
replied that
that he
he would
would have
have liked
liked to
to conduct
conduct aa Ring
replied
Ring cycle:
cycle: he
he would
would have
have
proved aa formidable
formidable Wagnerian
Wagnerian in
in the
pit. He
the pit.
proved
He was
was absolute
absolute master
master of
of such
such
large-scaleworks
works as
as Schoenberg's
Schoenberg's Gurrelieder
Gunelieder and
large-scale
and Mahler's
Mahler's Symphonies
Symphonies 33
and 6.
6. But
But itit is,
is.of
of course,
course,his
his Delius
Delius that
and
that we
we especially
especiallycherish.
cherish.
For so
so towering
towering aa talent
talent his
his recorded
recorded legacy
For
legacy is
is sadly
sadly all
all too
too small.
small. His
His
Enigma Variations
vaiations originally
originally for
for Contour
Contour and
Enigma
and his
his Bax
Bax Symphony
Symphony No
No 66 for
for
Lyrita especially
especially stand
stand out.
out. And
And how
how fortunate
fortunate that
Lyrita
that his
his interpretation
interpretation of
of the
the
Mass of
of Life
Life has
has been
preserved on
been preserved
(Intaglio); for
on CD
Mass
CD (Intaglio);
for many
many an
an unsurpassed
unsurpassed
reading. When
putting on
When itit came
came to
to putting
disc the
reading.
on disc
the then
then unrecorded
unrecorded Delius
Delius operas
operas
(Irmelin, The
The Magic
Magk Fountain.
Fountain, Margot
Margot La
La Rouge)
(lnnelin.
Rouge) he
he was
was the
the obvious
obvious
conductor to
to turn
turn to.
to. But
But it
it was
was not
not just in
in the
conductor
the larger
larger works
works that
that he
he excelled.
excelled.
His Chandos
chandos Delius
Delius disc
disc of
of smaller
smaller works
works is
is one
His
one to
to treasure.
treasure.
He was
was buried
buried at
at St
St Peter's
Peter's Church,
Church. L~mpsield
Limpsield on Ash Wednesday,
He
Wednesday, close
close
to Delius and,
and, appropriately,
appropriately. also
also to
to Sir
Sir Thomas Beecham
to
Beecham whose
whose body was
was
recently reinterred
reinterred there.
there. Fittingly, at
at the
the Funeral and Thanksgiving Service,
recently
Service,
the Invocation
Invocation from
from Del Mar's own recording of
the
of A Mass
Mass of
of Life was
played.
was played.
S.F.S.L.
S.F.S.L.

FREDERICK ARNOLD
ARNOLD
FREDERICK
Our
Our member
member Adrian
Adrian Officer
Officer has
has drawn to our
our notice the death of
of fellow
Northumbrian
Northumbrian Frederick Arnold
Arnold who
who died at the age
age of
of g5
85 from
from drink
drink
poisoning
poisoning while
while on holiday
holiday in
in Sorrento.
Sorrento. At
At the Midland
Midland Institute School of
of
Music
Music he
he had
had been a student of
of Granville
Granville Bantock
Bantock by
by whom,
whom, as
as he once
once
'my
wrote,
own long-standing
long-standing interest in
in Delius
Delius was awakened'.
awakened'. He
He was aa
wrote, 'my own
keen
member
of our
our Society
Society and.
and, from
from his invaluable
invaluable store of
of memories.
memories,
keen member of
was
our and
and other
other journals
journals on
on
was able
able to
to contribute
contribute with
with authority
authority to
to our
musicians
musicians of
of Bantock's
Bantock's era with
with whom
whom he
he came into
into contact at Birmingham
Birmingham
and
and elsewhere.
elsewhere. His
His reminiscence
reminiscence of
of the
the Harrison
Harrison sisters
sisters in
in Journal8T
Journal 87 is
is one
one
such
such instance.
instance. AA stimulating
stimulating correspondent,
correspondent, we
we shall
shall remember
remember him
him with
with
affection
affection and
and gratitude.
gratitude.

S.F.S.L.
S.F.S.L.

SIR
SIR THOMAS
THOMAS ARMSTRONG
ARMSTRONG
As
As we
we go
go to
to press
press we
we have
have learned
learned of
of the
the death
death of
of Sir
Sir Thomas
Thomas Armstrong,
Armstrong,
Adviser
Emeritus
An appreciation
appreciation will
will appear
appear in
in the
the
Adviser Emeritus to
to the
the Delius
Delius Trust.
Trust. An
next
next issue.
issue.
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NEWS
NEWS ROUND-UP
ROUND-UP
•O The 1993
1993 Prom performance of
Sea Drift,
Dffi, with Thomas AlIen
of Sea
Allen and the
was re-broadcast
re-broadcast on Sunday
BBCSO conducted
Davis. was
conducted by Andrew Davis,
Sunday 9
performance. of
January.
A much earlier Prom performance,
January. A
of the Piano Concerto with
Clifford
Clifford Curzon
Curzon and the BBCSO conducted by Sir John Pritchard from the
'Mining
was repeated
1981
l98l season,
season,was
repeated on 31
December 1993
1993 as
3l December
the 'Mining the
as part of the
Archive' series.
Sleigh Ride
Ride received
received at least
three
series. Over Christmas SleiKh
least three
'Carols
broadcasts,
from Winchester'.
including one in ITV's 'Carols from
Winchester'.The Serenade
broadcasts.including
Serenade from
Hassan
Hassan was
was an encore
encore at Tasmin Little's BBC Lunchtime
Lunchtime Concert given on
14
14 February and repeated
repeated six days
later. On 31
March the BBC recording of
days later.
3l March
of
was broadcast as
Irmelin
Irmelin was
as a tribute to Norman
Norman Del Mar
Mar who died in
(see Obituary).
February
February (see
18 June,
Obituary). On Radio 2 on Saturday
Saturday 18
June, Barry
Wordsworth was
was heard conducting the BBC Concert Orchestra
Orchestra in Over
the
Over the
Hills
Hills and Far Away.
have been
•O In June
been excused
excused believing
believing that DeIius
Delius was
was BBC's
June one might have
Composer
Composer of
of the
the Month. Late
Late in the
the evening
evening of
of 5 June,
June, Sir John Pritchard's
Pritchard's
December 1984
1984 Royal Festival
Festival Hall
Hall performance of
Mass of
was reof A Mass
reof Life was
broadcast.
broadcast. BBC planning was
was not at its
most considerate
its most
considerate as
as few
few members
members
would have
have wanted to stay
stay up to half
half an hour after midnight
midnight to hear the
pity. perhaps,
A pity,
perhaps. that the opportunity
whole work. A
was not taken to repeat
repeat
opportunity was
performance. The week
instead
instead Sir Charles Groves' 1966
1966 Prom performance.
week following,
'Composer
Delius was
was 'Composer of
hrst programme one of
of the Week'.
Week'. In the first
of three
three
performances was
recorded performances
was heard,
specially
specially recorded
heard. of
of Sakuntala.
Sakuntala. The next
programme included contributions
contributions from Tasmin
Thsmin Little and Robert ThrelfalI.
Threlfall.
In the fourth programme the Seven
Danish Songs
SevenDanish
Songsin their orchestral
orchestral version
were
were broadcast.
Sakuntala. Neil Mackie was
broadcast. As with Sakuntala,
was the soloist
soloist and Vernon
Handley
Handley conducted the BBCSO. In the final programme of
series,
of the series,
spoken
spoken contributions
contributions from the BBC Sound Archives were
were interpolated
between
music. The voices
voices heard were
were those
between the music.
those of
Beecham,
of Sir Thomas Beecham,
President Eric Fenby,
our President
Fenby, and the singer
singer Norah
Norah Scott-Turner.
What a pity
Scott-Turner. What
'Composer
that one of
of Radio 3's
3's better
better ideas,
ideas, of
of repeating
repeating 'Composer of
of the Week' in
the evenings
evenings of
of the following
following week,
week, has been
been dropped. On
Monday 20
20 June,
June,
On Monday
Paa Vidderne
the melodrama Paa
Wdderne was
was heard,
heard, with Simon Ward as
as narrator and
Vernon Handley
Handley once again conducting the BBCSO. Finally,
Finally. to conclude
Delius feast,
this De1ius
feast, on Wednesday
Wednesday 29
29 June
June the Royal Philharmonic
Philharmonic Society's
Society's
RFH concert was
was relayed
RFH
relayed by Radio 3.
3. Lebenstanz
Lebenstanzand the Requiem were
were the
chosen to mark the 60th
Delius works chosen
60th anniversary of
of the deaths
deaths of
Elgar.
of Elgar,
(as did one of
Holst and Delius. Martyn
Martyn Brabbins stepped
HoIst
stepped in at short notice (as
of
soloists), replacing Vernon Handley
Handley who was
was undergoing major
the soloists),
major surgery,
surgery,
gave creditable
performances with the BBC
circumstances gave
creditable performances
and in the circumstances
Philharmonic and the Halle
Hall6 Choir. We wish Vernon Handley
Handley a speedy
Philharmonic
speedy
recovery.
l1 June the Southend Symphony Orchestra,
•O On 11
Orchestra, conductor Antoine
Antoine
Mitchell, included Delius's Summer
Mitchell,
Evening in their concert.
Summer Evening
concert.
five-tonne Delius sculpture have
reports on the Bradford
Bradford five-tonne
have been
•O Further reports
received from Mary
gratefully received
Mary Jones
Jones of
Essex. Joyce
Joyce Eynon of
of Romford, Essex,
of
Duckworth of
Essex, and Ian Duckworth
of Bradford. On 25
25 November there
was
Epping, Essex,
there was
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an unveiling
Exchange Square
Square by the Lord
Lord Mayor
Mayor of
Bradford
unveiling ceremony in Exchange
of Bradford
'True
('a cold collation'?).
followed by a civic luncheon Ca
collation'?). 'True art or waste
waste of
of cashT
cash?'
paper's headline.
headline. To be fair, it has
the controversy
has
controversy continued in one paper's
attracted
attracted a degree
degree of
of admiration,
admiration. though its relationship to Delius seems
seems
likened it to Madonna's bra.
obscure.
bra. Let us
us hope
has even
even likened
obscure. One onlooker has
proves more uplifting.
that Delius's
Delius's music
music proves
'A
•O 'A Song
Delius and his
his contemporaries'
contemporories' is a CD
Song before
before SunriseSunrise- Delius
CD of
of music by
Williams performed by the
Delius, Elgar,
Warlock. HoIst
Holst and Vaughan Williams
Elgar. Warlock,
Oxford
Medici Quartet),
Oxford Orchestra da Camera (with the Medici
Quartet). conducted by
George
Vass on MDCD4002.
MDCD4002. The Delius works include the Interlude to
George Vass
Fennimore and Gerda,
Two Aquarelles.
Aquarelles, The
The First Cuckoo
be.fore Sunrise,
Sunrise, Two
Gerda, Song before
and
River. From
From CBC
CBC Records comes a new recording
recording
and Summer Night on the River.
Djokic and the
of
Violin Concerto
the Nova Scotia
Scotia
of the
the Violin
Concerto with Philippe Djokic
Symphony Orchestra
Georg Tintner. The disc,
disc. SMCD5134,
is
conducted by Georg
SMCD5134. is
Orchestra conducted
The Walk to
completed with
with the Irmelin
lrmelin Prelude, La Calinda,
Calinda, The
to the
the Paradise
Poradise
Garden,
The First
First Cuckoo
Intermezzo from Fennimore
Fennimore and Gerda.
Gerda, The
Cuckoo and
and
Garden^ the Intermezzo
Summer Night on the
the River,
River. and
and Sleigh
Sleigh Ride.
'The
•O Re-issued
Decca's 'The World
World of
of British
British Classics
Re-issued material includes Decca's
Classics V on
440323-2,
ASMF in The
The First
First Cuckoo.
40323-2. with Neville Marriner
Marriner conducting the ASMF
Cuckoo,
Dance, La Calinda.
The Walk to the
Summer Night on the
the River.
River, Air
Air and Dance,
Calinda, The
the
Paradise
Hassan, Song
Song before
hefore Sunrise,
Sunrise.
Paradise Garden,
lntermezzo and Serenade
Garden, Intermezzo
Sercnade to Hassan,
and the Intermezzo from Fennimore
together with Hickox's
Fennimore and Gerda.
Gerda. together
'Delius
earlier recording of
EMI's 'Delius
of Sea
Sea Drift with John Shirley-Quirk. On EMfs
Richard
Hickox
conducts
the
Northern
Sinfonia
Miniatures',
CDM565067-2,
Northern
Miniatures'. CDM565067-2.
Hickox
of
Fennimore and
The First
First
England in Sleigh
Ride, the Intermezzo
Intermezzo to Fennimore
ond Gerda.
Gerda, The
of England
S/ergh Ride,
Cuckoo,
River, Song bifore
before Sunrise.
Sunrise, La
La Calinda.
Calinda, Irmelin
Irmelin
Cuckoo, Summer Night on the River.
Prelude. Intermezzo
Air and
Evening and
lntermezzo and Serenade
Hassan, Summer Evening
and Air
Serenade to Hassan,
pieces are
Dance.
1985. Six of these
these pieces
performances that were
were recorded
Dance, performances
recorded in 1985.
are
is part of a new mid-price
mid-price HMV
HMV
duplicated
another all-Delius
all-Delius CD
CD that is
duplicated in another
series
retailing at £7.99.
t7.99. They are
are coupled
coupled with Hickox's Bournemouth
series retailing
Florida Suite
Symphony Orchestra
HMV Classics
of the Florida
Suite on HMV
Classics
Orchestra recording of
'British
In the same
568335-2.
series on 5 68333-2,
68333-2.under the title of
of 'British Classics',
Classics'.
568335-2.In
same series
joins forces
MacCunn. Ethel
Hickox's reading of
Brigg Fair joins
forces with works by MacCunn,
of Brigg
Smyth,
The Walk
Walk to
to the
the
Harty and German conducted by Alexander Gibson. The
Smyth, Harty
Paradise
Barbirolli is rather ill-placed on a disc entitled
Paradise Garden
Garden under Barbirolli
'English
'English
Light
many of
Light Music Classics',
67800-2. many
of the other items being
Classics'. 5 67800-2,
conducted
series, at £2.99,
f2.99,
TWo samplers
samplers for this series,
conducted by Sir Vivian Dunn. Two
'Spring
'Summer
The First Cuckoo
entitled 'Spring
Collection'
Collection'. offer The
Cuckoo
Collec'tion' and 'Summer Collection',
conducted by Barbirolli
the River
River and
and Summer Evening
Barbirolli and Summer Night on the
conducted by Hickox,
568273-2.This series
Hickox. respectively
respectively on 5 68722-2
68722-2 and
and 568273-2.
series
reshuffles
recently in circulation,
recordings already or until
until fairly recently
reshuffles a lot of
of recordings
return. The cover
and revives
revives a few others
others that make a welcome return.
in
information
misleading, and the documentation in
information is occasionally a little misleading,
there for nearly everybody.
places
places is in minute print, but there
everybody.
there is something there
these
With
re-issues. no doubt most of
of these
With the record market awash
awash with re-issues.
recordings
recordings will
will enjoy further reincarnations before long.
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Dutton Laboratories series
series has
has yielded another Delius
•O The enterprising Dutton
CD,
Beecham, on CDLX7011.
this time featuring
featuring Sir Thomas Beecham,
CD. this
CDLX70ll. His earlier
earlier
recording of
Appolachia is coupled with the closing scenes
scenes to Koanga
Koanga and
and
of Appalachia
Hassan,
Hassan, The
The First Cuckoo
Cuckoo and
and Summer Night on the
the River with
with the Royal
(Society) Orchestra,
Philharmonic
three songs
Philharmonic (Society)
Orchestra. and three
songs in which Beecham
accompanies
Incidentally. the
the Geoffrey
Labbette. Incidentally,
Toye CD,
accompanies Dora Labbette.
Geoffrey Toye
CD. sponsored
sponsored
by the
has almost
almost sold
sold out.
out.
the Delius Society,
Society.has
issue of
of the BBC Music Magazine contained
contained an article by
•O The June issue
'French
garden'. arguing
Stephen
Banfield. 'French impressions
impressions in a summer garden',
Stephen Banfield,
arguing that
questioning whether
even
whether he was
misunderstood and questioning
was more a
even today Delius is misunderstood
French
French than an English composer.
composer.
Hickox who has
has kindly
kindly consented
consented to having his
•O We welcome Richard Hickox
Vice Presidents.
name added
distinsuished line of
of Vice
Presidents.
added to our distinguished

DELlUS
DELIUS SOCIETY
SOCIETY JOURNAL
JOURNAL No 115
I 15
The next
issue. in the
late autumn,
reviews of a number of
next issue,
the late
autumn. will include reviews
received:
books recently
recently received:
Grieg
Friendship in Letters
Delius: A Chronicle
Chronicle of
of their Friendship
Letters by Lionel
Lionel Carley
Carley
Grieg and Delius:
(Marion Boyars,
(Marion
Boyars. £19.95)
f 19.95)
(Vantage Press,
Opera
William Dace (Vantage
Poetry by William
Press. New York,
Opera as
as Dramatic Poetry
$25)
$2s)
(AndreDeutsch,
The
A
by
£20)
TheGoossens:
A Musical
MusicalCentury
by Carole
Rosen(Andre
Deutsch,
Goossens:
Century
CaroleRosen
f20)
Renaissance1860-1940:
1860-1940:Construction
The
The English Musical Renaissance
Deconstruction
Construction and Deconstruction
(Routledge, £40)
by Robert Stradling and Merion
Merion Hughes (Routledge,
f40)
recounted in HazeU's
Music
Music in England 1885-1920
1885-1920as
as recounted
Hazell's Annual
Annual by Lewis
(Thames Publishing,
Foreman
Foreman (Thames
Publishing, £15.95)
f 15.95)
Peter
Peter Warlock:
Warlock: The
The Life of
of Philip Heseltine
Heseltine by Barry
Barry Smith
Smith (OUP, £25)
f25)
(Methuen, £20)
Proms by Arthur
Henry J Wood:
Wood: Maker
Maker of
Arthur Jacobs
of the Proms
Jacobs (Methuen,
f20)

DELIUS
DELIUS SOCIETY
SOCIETY JOURNAL:
JOURNAL: INDEX
INDEX 1-100
l-100
An
An Index to the first 100
100 issues
issues of
of the Delius
Delius Society
Delius
SocietyJournal (called Delius
its earlier issues)
issues) was
Society
Newsletterin its
was issued
issued to all members a little
Society Newsletter
while ago.
issue. in Journal format, includes a Foreword by our
ago. This 64-page
64-page issue,
President,
President, Or
Dr Eric Fenby,
Fenby. and a history of the early days
days of
of our Society
Society by
Meadows. There is a thorough General
our retiring Chairman,
Chairman, Rodney Meadows.
Index,
Author Index,
Index. an Illustration
Illustration Index, and a list of
Index. an Author
meetings
of Society
Society meetings
from the inaugural meeting in April
April 1962
1962 up to July 1989.
1989.Any
Any member who
recently and who does
possess a copy of
joined more recently
has
has joined
does not possess
of the Index is
invited to send
including either a 29p
send for a copy by including
29p or 38p
38p stamp and either
(Journal size)
an addressed
addressed C5 (Journal
size) envelope
envelope or an addressed
label.
addressed label.

DELIUS
DELIUS SOCIETY
SOCIETY JOURNAL:
JOURNAL: BACK-NUMBERS
BACK.NUMBERS
A list of
A
of available back-numbers of
of the Journal,
Journal. giving a brief
brief summary of
of
the contents
issue. is available.
contents of
of each
each issue,
available. Anybody
Anybody wishing a copy should
apply to the Editor, 85A Farley Hill,
Hill, Luton
Luton LUI
LUI 5EG, including
including a stamped
stamped
addressed
addressed envelope.
envelope.
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CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
FROM:
Redwood, Nottingham
Nottingham
FROM: Christopher
Christopher Redwood,
piece L'Heure de
In DSJ
speculated
D.V 108
de l'Absinthe
l'Absinthe in which I speculated
/08 you published a piece
was
whether Delius had been
been a drinker
drinker of
of that potent beverage.
beverage. Recently I was
thumbing
thumbing through some
some earlier DSJs
DS/s and came across
across an article I had
p.l5). In
written
written in 1974
1974 entitled
Deliu,s (no 44,
44, p.15).
In it I
entitled Strindberg,
Stindberg, Munch and Delius
'Another
was the Cafe
wrote:
Caf6 Closerie
Closerie des
des Lilas where
wrote: 'Another favourite haunt was
[Strindberg]
would drink
drink absinthe,
sometimes with Delius or Munch..
Munch...' .' It
absinthe, sometimes
[Strindberg] would
question.
would appear that I answered
answered my own question.

FROM:
FROM: Thomas H Gunn,
Director. Jacksonville University
Librarv
Gunn. Director,
Universiff Library
The
You don't
know how
how pleased I was to see
Winter 1994
1994 edition
of The
don't know
see the Winter
edition of
Koanga. As the curator
Delius
Delius Society
Journol with
with its complete devotion
devotion to Koanga.
curator
Society Journal
of
was thrilled
thrilled to see
was new
see what was
of the original
original three-volume score,
score, I was
newspaper clippings of
information
information to me from so
days.
so many newspaper
of bygone days.
pulling this information
Thank
Thank you for pulling
information together
together in one volume.
Your readers
know that the manuscripts are
readers may also
also want to know
are on loan
Libraies exhibit
through
jointly
through September to the Treasures
Tieasures of
Floida Libraries
of Florida
exhibit jointly
sponsored
library of
sponsored by the library
Miami, the Florida
Florida Center for
of the University of
of Miami,
the Book, the Historical Museum
Museum of
of South Florida, and the Southeast
Southeast
Florida Library
Library Network. The exhibit
exhibit is coincided to open at the beginning
beginning
of
of the one hundred
hundred and thirteenth annual conference
conference of
American
of the American
pre-conference
Library
Miami pre-conference
Library Association held this year in Miami
Miami and the Miami
workshop on rare books and manuscripts
workshop
manuscripts sponsored by the Association
Association of
of
College
College & Research
Research Libraries. The exhibit
exhibit will
will be housed at the Historical
Historical
Museum of
best of
of South Florida, a modern facility with the best
of environmental
environmental
conditions and security.
security. Subject
Subject matter will
will contain Florida
Florida history and
literature,
literature, Caribbean history, American
American history and literature,
literature, British history
and literature,
literature, children's literature,
literature, Spanish history and literature,
literature, the US
Civil
Civil War, cartography, natural
natural history, ophthalmology,
ichthyology, poetry,
ophthalmology, ichthyology,
music, opera,
music,
art, the circus,
booh fine
opera, art,
circus, history of
of the book,
line bindings, and
rarest
exhibit made up of
of the best
best and rarest
incunabula. It is an outstanding exhibit
items from Florida's many libraries, and the library
library of
of Jacksonville
University is honoured to play a part in the exhibit
exhibit through the Delius
readers are
If your readers
Miami this summer, I encourage
manuscript. If
are in Miami
encourage them to
portion of
visit and see
see a portion
of Delius's place in our state's
state's cultural heritage.
heritage.
information on Koanga.
thank you for the excellent information
Koonga.
Again, thank

FROM: Tony Noakes,
FROM:
Noakes, Stanmore,
Stanmore, Middlesex.
saw George
George Little in his one-man show
Anyone who saw
'Paradise Garden'
will
show'Paradise
Garden'will
realise how fortunate the Society
realise
Societv is in having
havins an actor of
of such
such ability
abilitv as
as a
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member. II should
should like
like to
to support
support Tasmin's
Tasmin's suggestion
(Journal 110,
member.
p.26) of
suggestion(Journal
110,p.26)
of
his being
being narrator
narrator in
performances and
in performances
and aa recording
recording of
Vidderne.
his
of Paa
Paa Vidderne.
believe that
that there
there is
is some
some controversy
II believe
controversy about
the language
language to
about the
used, as
to be
be used,
as
Delius originally
originally used
used aa German
But the
poem was
Delius
German text.
text. But
the poem
was originally
originally
Norwegian; also,
also. with
with melodrama,
melodrama, the
Norwegian;
the difficulty
diff-rculryof
of fitting
fitting music
music to
to different
different
words is
is far
far less
less acute
acute than
than with
with songs
words
songs or
or opera.
opera. Finally,
Finally, how
how many
many nonnonGerman speakers
speakers would
would buy aa German
German
German version?
version? Please
Please let
let us
first have
have an
us first
an
English rendering,
rendering, and
then, if
(or Norwegian)
and then,
if that
that succeeds,
English
succeeds, aa German
German (or
actor might
might follow
follow it
it with
with alternative
alternative versions.
versions.
actor

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
EVENTS
Saturday20
20 August
August
Saturday

Royal
Royal Air
Air Force
Force Club, 128
128 Piccadilly, London
London Wl
Wl

Society Luncheon
Luncheon and Annual
Delius Society
Annual General Meeting.
Meeting. The luncheon will be at
12.45p.m, followed by the
p.m.
the AGM
AGM at
12.45p.m.,
2.45 p.m.
at2.45

Tuesday23
p.m.
23 August
Augustat
2.30p.m.
at 2.30
Tuesday

Pembridge
PembridgeParish
ParishChurch
Church

As part of
of the Hereford Three Choirs Festival,
Festival. the Brodsky Quartet
Quartet perform Delius's
Late Swallows
Swallows and works by Turina,
f l0 and
Turina. Alvarez, Sculthorpe
Sculthorpe and Schubert. Tickets £10
f7 .Tel.
no. : 0432
0432 274455.
274455.
£7.
Tel. no.:

(and other
SundayOctober
October2 (and
other dates)
dates)
Sunday

Kiel
Kiel

Further performances
Delius's A Village
Further
performances of Delius's
Romeo and
Juliet by Kiel Opera,
WllageRomeo
and Juliet
Opera. with the
the
PhilharmonischesOrchester
Philharmonisches
Orchesterder
der Landehaupstadt
LandehaupstadtKiel,
Kiel. conductor
conductorThorsten
Thorsten SchmidSchmidKapfenburg.
Kapfenburg.

B.M.I.C., 10
Place, London
London Wl
Wl
B.M.LC.,
l0 Stratford Place,

Thursday
13 Oitober
Thursday 13
October at 7 p.m.

'Reflections
Delius Society
Society meeting:
meeting: Rodney Meadows offers
offers 'Reflections on 23
23 years
years as
as Sociefy
Society
Chairman'.
Chairman'.

Friday
Friday 14
14 October
October at 8 p.m.

Bromsgrove
Bromsgrove

The
The Brindisi
Brindisi Quartet,
Quartet, with soloist:
soloist: Nicholas
Nicholas Daniel,
Daniel, perform
perform TWo
Two Interludes
Interludes from
from
Fennimore
Fennimore and Gerda,
Gerda, arranged
arranged for the
the oboe
oboe by Eric Fenby,
Fenby, in the
the Spadesbourne
Spadesbourne Hall.
HalL
Burcot
Burcot Lane,
Lane, Bromsgrove.
Bromsgrove.

B.M.I.C., l0
10 Stratford Place.
Place, London
London Wl
Wl
B.M.I.C..

Tuesday
Tuesday 8 November
November at 7 p.m.

Delius
Delius Society meeting:
meeting: Ralph
Ralph Nicholson,
Nicholson, in
in conversation with
with Stephen Lloyd.
Uoyd,
'Some
reminisces
reminisces on
on 'Some experiences
experiences of
of a practising
practising musician'.
musician', including
including some memories
of
of Sir
Sir Thomas
Thomas Beecham and
and of
of the 1929
1929 Delius
Delius Festival
Festival in
in which
which he
he sans
sang as a choir
choir
member.
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Bromsgrove

Friday November 11 at 8 p.m.

Gemini perform a Delius Violin Sonata (either No 2 or 3) in the Spadesbourne Hall,
Burcot Lane, Bromsgrove.
Milton Keynes

Saturday 26 November at 7.45 p.m.

The Milton Keynes Chorale, the Danesborough Chorus and the Milton Keynes City
Orchestra, conductor John Gibbons, perform Delius's Sea Drift (soloist David WilsonJohnson) in the Main Hall of the Stantonbury Leisue Centre, Milton Keynes.
'Haverhill

Sunday November 27 at 7.30 p.m.

The Haverhill Sinfonia, conductor Kevin Hill, perform Delius’s Piano Concerto
(soloist Tom Black) and Over the hills and far away at the Castle Manor School,
Eastern Avenue, Haverhill.
Thursday 8 December at 7 p.m.

B.M.I.C., 10 Stratford Place, London Wl

Delius Society meeting: ‘Delius - the complete works for violin and piano’ a lecturerecital by Malcolm Miller (piano) and Louise Jones (violin) to mark the release of
their new Meridian CD.
1995

B.M.I.C., 10 Stratford Place, London Wl

Tuesday 24 January at 7 p.m.

Delius Society meeting: ‘Experiences of Delius’. Our Vice-President
Aprahamian, at 80, reminisces about past performances.
Thursday 2 March at 7 p.m.

Felix

B.M.I.C., 10 Stratford Place, London Wl

Delius Society meeting: a recital by Jonathan Saunders to include the two-piano
versions of Delius's Piano Concerto and A Poem of Life and Love introduced by
Robert Threlfall.
Thursday 6 April at 7 p.m.

B.M.I.C., 10 Stratford Place, London Wl

Delius Society meeting: ‘Delius and La Belle Dame sans merci’ - a talk by John
White on Delius's An Arabesque.

Further details of Delius Society events can be obtained from Programme
Secretary Brian Radford, 21 Cobthorne Drive, Allestree, Derby DE22 2SY.
Telephone: 0332 552019.
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